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Facilities: our beautiful 1903 claude Bragdon building on artwalk in the 
neighborhood of the arts is fully wheelchair accessible, with three sun-lit, air-
conditioned workshop rooms, a computer lab, and a performance space. we 
use our landscaped grounds and the playground next door for outdoor time 
over lunch. in addition, daily 
playground break-time or other 
outdoor activities are scheduled 
for each group. Some classes also 
take place at our gell center of 
the Finger lakes, a 24-acre nature 
retreat.

map & directions: 
writers & Books is located at 
740 university avenue between 
merriman Street and atlantic 
avenue in the neighborhood of 
the arts.

where to park: there is parking in 
our lot, which is entered from university 
avenue or atlantic avenue. parking is 
also available on the streets surrounding 
w&B. please be aware of signs for parking 
restrictions. if you wish to park close to 
the entrance, we suggest arriving early 
to ensure that a space is available in our 
lot. please do not park directly in front 
of our door as this blocks our handicap 
accessible ramp.

referral program:  the highest 
form of flattery is referring your friends to us! you could earn a $10 credit toward 
Summerwrite for each new child you refer to us. Just be sure your friend mentions 
your name when registering. Questions? call or email us: (585) 473-2590 x107, 
office@wab.org.

membership: it pays to be a member! Sign up for a student or household 
membership and receive discounts on Summerwrite classes, along with other 
benefits. our special turning pages readers’ circle membership allows a unique 
way of discovering books while also supporting writers & Books programs. 
Four times each year a surprise book will arrive in your mailbox, and there will 
be exclusive events that will illuminate the selections. For more information on 
membership, call (585) 473-2590 x107, or visit www.wab.org. Become a member 
today using our registration form on page 21!

Scholarships: writers & Books is committed to making our programs available 
to all members of the community. we offer partial and full scholarships based on 
need. visit www.wab.org for an application or contact Sarah Brown with questions: 
sarahb@wab.org.

Summerwrite Blog: during the week(s) your child is in camp, please visit 
summerwrite.tumblr.com to see a list of activities your child participated in 
during his or her class, which are sometimes accompanied by photos and other 
interesting tidbits about the Summerwrite program!

Questions?: please don’t hesitate to be in touch with us! contact our director 
of youth education, Sally Bittner Bonn, at sallyb@wab.org. or, for day-to-day 
questions, to report absences, or to figure out logistics of your child’s day, please 
contact abby Johnson, our Summerwrite coordinator at summerwrite@wab.org.

group Size and instructor ratio: workshops are limited to a total 
enrollment of 12 with the exception of a few specific classes. most workshops are led 
by one adult writer and one high school or college apprentice.

what to Bring: unless otherwise noted in the description, all you need is a 
pen and paper, and lunch if you’re staying all day. please leave cell phones and other 
electronic devices at home or turned off completely and tucked in a backpack or bag.

Food: Snacks and water are provided for breaks, though we recommend bringing 
a water bottle. Full day participants bring their own lunches. please make note of any 
allergies on the registration form and we will do our best to accommodate.

choose Full days or half days: workshops offered are either half days or 
full days. a morning workshop may be combined with an afternoon workshop for a 
full day of programming. Students staying all day will be supervised during the lunch 
hour, from 12 pm-1 pm. 

Supervision and hours: participants must be checked in and signed out by an 
adult. Supervision by staff and instructors is provided continuously 8:45 am–4:15 pm. 
any student arriving earlier than 8:45 am or departing later than 4:15 pm is expected 
to register for, and pay for, extended care.

extended care: extended care is available if a child must arrive more than 15 
minutes before class begins or stay more than 15 minutes after class is over. we need 
to know your extra care needs at least two weeks in advance to be sure we can fill 
your request. payment is based by the week:
 
  mornings: Jy16-ea (plus week number [1-9].)   
   7:30 arrival = $45/week 
  8:00 arrival = $30/week
 
  afternoons: Jy16-ep (plus week number [1-9].)   
   5:00 departure = $30/week 
  5:30 departure = $45/week

registration: mail or fax the form on page 21. to register by phone, call 
(585) 473-2590 x107. if you have questions about class content, please call or email
Sally Bittner Bonn at (585) 473-2590 x109, sallyb@wab.org. online registration is not 
currently available for youth classes.

Field trips and Final presentations: Several of our workshops take 
advantage of arts institutions close by, such as the george eastman house and the 
memorial art gallery. many use dramatic arts as well—and therefore may end with a 
presentation on Friday, and/or a group publication.

payment: Full payment for each workshop, for each participant, plus membership 
fee if due, is required at time of initial registration.

withdrawal policy: a full refund is given in the event that w&B must 
cancel a class. if you withdraw up to three business days before the first day of a 
class, w&B will give a full refund. within three business days of a class, w&B will 
refund 50% or give a full credit toward another class. after the first class and up to 
the day of the second class, w&B will refund 50% or give a pro-rated credit. after the 
second class there will be no refunds or credits.

cancellation procedure: in the rare event that a class has to be 
canceled due to low enrollment or other unforeseeable circumstances, you will be 
notified a minimum of one week before the scheduled start of the class.

things to know

cover photo by leandra caprini-rosica
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a note from the director of youth education

Sally Bittner Bonn
director of youth education
sallyb@wab.org

dear Families,

2016 is an historical year for writers & Books. it marks our 35th anniversary, and also the retirement of 
our founding executive director, Joe Flaherty. in the 1970s Joe started the Book Bus, bringing small 
press books into communities all across the northeast united States. he then settled in rochester, and 
opened a permanent space where readers and writers could gather. For thirty-five years writers & Books 
has been bringing words and people together, providing literary opportunities for people of all ages and 
backgrounds.

Joe is a visionary who has been creating innovative programming and providing space for readers and 
writers, outside of the academic classroom. we will miss Joe as he moves into retirement, but we are 
excited about the future, and about identifying our next director. we are looking forward to the next 35 
years of writers & Books, and the ways in which our programming and our reach will continue to push the 
bounds and inspire the rochester community, and beyond.

2016 is historical for Summerwrite in another way, too. over the past several years we have been growing 
our scholarship program, providing more and more opportunities to youth who would not otherwise have 
the means to attend our workshops. thanks to the gifts of generous donors, we have been able to provide 
scholarships to approximately 15% of all Summerwrite students in recent years. in 2016, we have been 
recognized with a generous grant from the new york State council on the arts and will be able to provide 
more scholarships than ever before. it is very important to us at writers & Books that our programs are 
accessible to all people, regardless of financial situation. our scholarship application can be found on our 
website www.wab.org, under the youth programs tab.

we look forward to another exciting summer with a myriad of youth programs to choose from! Be sure you 
and your child spend time perusing the catalog together—the more involved your child is in the process of 
choosing a workshop, the more invested your child will be in the experience of the workshop.

in the spirit of creativity,

StaFF
eXecutive director
Joseph F. Flaherty 

director oF youth education 
and community outreach
Sally Bittner Bonn

director oF development
alexa Scott-Flaherty

director oF adult education 
albert abonado

coordinator oF “if all of rochester  
reads the Same Book”
karen vanmeenen

gell center director oF  
operationS and programming
kathy pottetti 

Front deSk StaFF
emma lynge
daniel herd
kathy pottetti, manager

puBlic relationS aSSociate
chris Fanning

development aSSociate
tate decaro

accountS manager
daniel herd

literary operationS Fellow
Sarah Brown

Summerwrite coordinator
abby Johnson

gell center FacilitieS StaFF
carl davis
tricia hobart

hoSt and curator oF 
geneSee reading SerieS
wanda Schubmehl

hoSt and curator 
oF open reading SerieS
norm davis

internS and volunteerS
colby Brown 
Scott evans
theresa lazzara
elliot williams

tShirt deSign & catalog layout
Sara lynge

photography
leandra caprini-rosica
      lcrphotography.wix.com/lcrphotography
abby gutowski
     
Board oF directorS
Jennifer r. kellogg, president
trevor harrison, vice-president 
christine a. eichelberger, treasurer 
kimberly J. mura, Secretary 
elizabeth Berry 
mark Boylan 
kathy cleary 
Susan desino  
peggy S. Fox 
Bruce gianniny 
Beverly gold 
grace gonzalez 
grant holcomb 
will irwin 
danielle massare 
gilbert k. (ken) mccurdy 
Jim napier 
adrian neil 
lois Bennett taubman
Brad van auken 
mary widger 
henry w. williams, Jr. 
Joseph F. Flaherty, executive director

Spring & Summer youth creative daycampS and workShopS

Summer
write

SponSored By

our miSSion
writers & Books promotes reading 

and writing as life-long activities for 
people of all ages and Backgrounds

as a national guild 
member, writers & Books 
is committed to making 
high quality arts education 
accessible to all.
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11-13 comedy improv am            pg 12
12-14 Fan Fiction  pm            pg 12
 teens Songwriter’s workshop all day  pg 12
14+ teen comedy improv pm            pg 12
14+ hunger games  all day  pg 12

week 7  8/8-12
5-7 nursery rhymes & Fairy tales am            pg 13
5-7 a rainbow of magic pm            pg 13
8-11 my idea Book  am            pg 13
8-11 poetry-n-motion pm            pg 13
9-12 Build a Book  all day  pg 13
12-14 writing with light all day  pg 14
14+ Fact to Fiction  am            pg 14
14+  teen intensive: playwriting pm            pg 14

week 8  8/15-19
8-11 meet the magic dragon am            pg 14
8-11 magnus chase: norse myth theatre pm            pg 14
8-11 poetry, pottery, & paper all day  pg 15
12-14  playtime: dashing through the decades...            all day  pg 15
13-16 produce a 90-Second newbery movie all day  pg 15
14+ experimental Fiction am            pg 15
14+ teen intensive: Fiction pm            pg 15

week 9  8/22-26
8-11 wordplay workshop am            pg 15
8-11 the Secret lives of animals am            pg 15
8-11 Flash Fiction  pm            pg 15
8-11 percy Jackson readers’  theatre pm            pg 16
12-14 write what you don’t know am            pg 16
12-14 dystopian literature pm            pg 16
14+ your Stories matter: exploring creative...             am            pg 16
teens teen poetry Slam pm            pg 16

things to know    pg 2
next chapter campaign   pg 17
events & opportunities   pg 18
instructor Bios    pg 19
registration Form    pg 21
donors and Funders    pg 23

Spring
7-9 a taste of writers & Books!   pg 6
10-13  a taste of writers & Books!   pg 6

week 1  6/27-7/1
7-9  Find a mystery   am pg 7
7-9 poetry doodles pm pg 7
9-12  produce a 90-Second newbery Film all day pg 7
12-14  Supernatural Shakespeare: Fairies, Sprites... am  pg 7
12-14   the art of Storytelling: myths & motifs             pm pg 7
 
week 2 7/5-8 (4 day week) 
7-9 magic tree house: merlin mission adventure am          pg 7
7-9 author/illustrator Fan club   pm          pg 7
8-11 Field guide to Sprites, goblins...                  am          pg 7
8-11 young Story tellers    pm          pg 8
12-14 graphic novel     am          pg 8
12-14 mixed media writing    pm          pg 8
 
week 3  7/11-15
5-7 Junie B. Jones     am           pg 8
5-7 how to...write your own Book!    pm           pg 8
8-11 riding & writing    all day pg 8
9-12 percy Jackson’s magic pen   all day pg 8
9-13 writers & cooks: menus for every meal  am           pg 8
9-13 writers & cooks: around the world  pm           pg 9
12-14 world Builder’s almanac   am           pg 9
12-14 expressions of imagination   pm           pg 9
hS  teen writers’ master workshop   all day pg 9

week 4  7/18-22
7-9 telling tales   all day  pg 9
8-11 picture this!   all day  pg 9
9-12 where’s walden?  all day  pg 10
13-16 outdoor writer   all day  pg 10
12-15 novel tools   am            pg 10
12-15 i wonder… exploring eternal Questions  pm            pg 10
hS writing your college admissions essays  pm            pg 10

week 5  7/25-29
8-13 hogwarts academy  all day pg 11
14+ literature of the wizarding world  am           pg 11
14+ the order of the phoenix  pm           pg 11

week 6  8/1-5
5-7 iBienvenidos! Fun with Spanish  am           pg 11
5-7 magic tree house adventure club  pm           pg 11
8-11 my name in print  am           pg 11
8-11 Fantastic Beasts 101  pm           pg 12
10-13 your incredible illustrated Story all day    pg 12

Summerwrite By week   

Stay all day!
comBine morningS & aFternoonS
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ages: 5 to 7
wk 3 am Junie B. Jones                                                  
wk 3 pm how to... write your own Book                 
wk 6    am         iBienvenidos! Fun with Spanish                  
wk 6    pm magic tree house adventure club           
wk 7    am nursery rhymes & Fairy tales                     
wk 7    pm a rainbow of magic                                      

ages: 7 to 9
wk 1 am  Find a mystery                                                    
wk 1 pm poetry doodles                                                  
wk 2 am magic tree house: merlin mission...            
wk 2 pm author/illustrator Fan club                            
wk 4 all day      telling tales                                                         
wk 9    am wordplay workshop                                         
wk 9    pm the Secret lives of animals                           

ages: 8 to 11
wk 2     am Field guide to Sprites, goblins...                    
wk 2     pm  young Story tellers                                            
wk 3     all day riding & writing                                             
wk 4    all day picture this!                                                           
wk 6     am my name in print                                                
wk 6     pm Fantastic Beasts 101                                          
wk 7     am my idea Book                                                       
wk 7    pm poetry-n-motion                                                
wk 8    am meet the magic dragon                                   
wk 8    pm magnus chase: norse myth theatre           
wk 8    all day poetry, pottery, & paper                                   
wk 9    am Flash Fiction                    
wk 9    pm percy Jackson readers’ theatre                                                      

ages: 8 to 13
wk 5    all day hogwarts academy     

ages: 9 to 12
wk 1    all day produce a 90-Second newbery Film             
wk 3    all day percy Jackson’s magic pen                                
wk 4   all day where’s walden?                                                  
wk 7    all day Build a Book                                                           

ages: 9 to 13
wk 3    am              writers & cooks: menus for every meal      
wk 3    pm              writers & cooks: around the world             

ages: 10 to 13
wk 6    all day your incredible illustrated Story                     

ages: 11 to 13
wk 6    am comedy improv                                                   

Summerwrite By age 

douBle your Fun!
Sign up with a Friend!

ages: 12 to 14
wk 1    am Supernatural Shakespeare: Fairies...                   
wk 1    pm the art of Storytelling: myths & motifs             
wk 2    am graphic novel                                                            
wk 2    pm mixed media writing                                               
wk 3    am world Builder’s almanac                                         
wk 3    pm expressions of imagination                                              
wk 6    pm Fan Fiction                                                                   
wk 7    all day writing with light                                                     
wk 8    all day             playtime: dashing through the decades...        
wk 9    am write what you don’t know                                                 
wk 9    pm dystopian literature                           

ages: 12 to 15
wk 4    am novel tools
wk 4 pm i wonder...exploring eternal Questions                             

ages: 13 to 16
wk 4    all day outdoor writer                                                           
wk 8    all day produce a 90-Second newbery movie               

teens
wk 6    all day Songwriters’  workshop                                           
wk 9    pm teen poetry Slam                                                      

ages: 14 & up
wk 5    am literature of the wizarding world                     
wk 5    pm the order of the phoenix                                     
wk 6    pm teen comedy improv                                            
wk 6    all day hunger games                                                         
wk 7    am Fact to Fiction                                                          
wk 7    pm teen intensive: playwriting                                 
wk 8    am experimental Fiction                                             
wk 8    pm teen intensive: Fiction                                          
wk 9    am your Stories matter: exploring creative...       

high School Students
wk 3    all day teen writers’ master workshop                          
wk 4    pm writing your college admissions essays         

pg 8 
pg 8
pg 11
pg 11
pg 13
pg 13

pg 7
pg 7
pg 7
pg 7
pg9
pg 15
pg 15

pg 7
pg 8
pg 8
pg 9
pg 11
pg 12
pg 13
pg 13
pg 14
pg 14
pg 15
pg 15
pg 16

pg 11

pg 7
pg 8
pg 10
pg 13

pg 8
pg 9

pg 12

pg 12

pg 7
pg 7
pg 8
pg 8
pg 9
pg 9
pg 12
pg 14
pg 15
pg 16
pg 16

pg 10
pg 10

pg 10
pg 15

pg 12
pg 16

pg 11
pg 11
pg 12
pg 12
pg 14
pg 14
pg 15
pg 15
pg 16

pg 9
pg 10
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Spring Break march 28-april 1

ages: 7-9
a taste of writers & Books!
march 28-april 1, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Full week: $190 w&B members/$210 general 
public (use code w16-y4)
Single day: $44 w&B members/$48 general public 
(see below for codes for individual classes)

monday: your own Story
w16-ym36
instructor: donna marbach 
words and art can work together! poems can be shaped into 
a picture (concrete poetry), stories can be illustrated, writing 
can be inspired by visual art, and collages can be made from 
images and words. we will have fun exploring with both 
words and art and where they intersect. 

tueSday: ¡Bienvenidos! Fun 
with Spanish!
w16-yl1
instructor: henry padrón
welcome to a fun and creative day of Spanish! we will learn 
the language through songs, games, african carribean 
drumming, and multi-media. this is one of our most popular 
Summerwrite classes, and now students can play with the 
language for a day during spring!

wedneSday: word play
w16-yl2
instructor: donna marbach 
all work and no play makes for a dull writer. come 
stretch your language brain! we’ll uncover the magic in 
words through fun games and exercises. we’ll play with 
palindromes and anagrams. we’ll expand our vocabularies 
and play with words by writing special kinds of poems, 
riddles, and tongue twisters! come, play with words!

thurSday: magic treehouse 
adventures
w16-yr5
instructor: marna rossi 
take part in wonderful magical adventures from the 
magic tree house Series. Join annie and Jack as they solve 
problems, help people, and travel around the world and 
through time. we will explore the places, animals, cultures 
and people from some of the magic tree house books. 
activities will include acting out adventure skits from the 
series, playing games, and trying crafts based on the stories.

Friday: percy Jackson greek theatre
w16-yr4
instructor: marna rossi 
 adventure into the world of greek demi-god, percy Jackson. 
learn about greek gods, heroes, and present-day demi-gods. 
explore the books through readers theater skits, games and 
a craft.

ages: 10-13
a taste of writers & Books!
march 28-april 1, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Full week: $190 w&B members/ $210 general 
public (use code w16-y5)
Single day: $44 w&B members/$48 general public 
(see below for codes for individual classes)

monday: comedy improvisation
w16-ydS3
instructor: Julie donofrio 
improvisation is acting without a script, and often includes 
audience participation. Students will learn the basic rules 
of improv, and then a variety of theatre games and comedy 
improv games such as those featured on the television show, 
“whose line is it anyway?” the class will present some of 
their favorite games for family members at the end of the 
day.

tueSday: magnus chase’s norse 
mythology
w16-yr45
instructor: marna rossi 
venture into the world of the vikings and norse mythology 
with author rick riordan’s newest hero, magnus chase! like 
percy Jackson, magnus is also related to an ancient god! 
delve into the 9 worlds of viking myth through games, a 
craft, and readers theater skits.

wedneSday: Flash Fiction
w16-yF7
instructor: Judy decroce
Flash fiction is a short form of writing in which every word 
is essential. these stories have a rhythm and foundation of 
character, setting, and plot. we will learn to hook the reader 
quickly and then, through an unexpected twist, leave the 
reader wanting more. at the end of the day students will go 
home with at least three new pieces of writing!

thurSday: hogwarts academy day 1
w16-yr10
instructors will include: tracy cretelle, chris 
Fanning, donna marbach
Jump into the world of all things harry potter! you will make a 
wand, learn the art of divination, take a defense against the 
dark arts class, write a story for the daily prophet, and more!

Friday: hogwarts academy day 2
w16-yr19
instructors will include: angela cannon-crothers, 
chris Fanning, donna marbach, Sara Bickweat penner
another day immersed in the world of harry potter! you will 
have lessons in transfiguration and herbology, do some 
potter-inspired writing, and leave at the end of the day 
feeling as if you yourself were a student at hogwarts. it is not 
necessary to participate in day one in order to participate in 
day two!

photo by leandra caprini-rosica

photo by leandra caprini-rosica
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ages: 12-14
Supernatural Shakespeare: 
Fairies, Sprites, witches, & 
ghosts!
Jy16-d25
morningS: 9am-12pm, June 27-July 1
$109 w&B members/ $121 general public
instructor: Sara Bickweat penner
calling young thespians! we’ll spend the week walking 
into the world of william Shakespeare, with special focus 
on his use of the supernatural in his plays. we’ll explore his 
life and times and learn the secrets to his use of language. 
we’ll play theatre games, peek into some of his otherworldly 
plots and characters and even learn how to ward off the 
curse of the Scottish play! come, let’s cook up some chaos, 
incite some sibling rivalry, get serious about comedy, 
look lightly at tragedy, and create some conflict as we put 
some monologues and scenes together to construct a 
performance of our own!

ages: 12-14
the art of Storytelling: myths & 
motifs
Jy16-m38
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, June 27-July 1
$109 w&B members/ $121 general public
instructor: almeta whitis 
“tell me a tale that always was. read me a story that i can 
be in. tell me a story that i can read. tell me a story that 
i can believe. paint me a picture that i can see. give me 
a touch that i can feel. turn me around so that i can see 
everything i was meant to be.” michael kiwanuka - Song 
lyrics from tell me a tale. this week we’ll learn how and why 
storytelling developed. and we’ll learn why telling a story is 
more important today than ever before. the intimacy and 
effectiveness of story sharing hails to ancient times when 
the first person stood before a communal fire, engaging 
the community. through discussion, writing, and the art of 
storytelling we’ll learn specific universal elements of writing 
and telling stories in ways that are compelling, engaging, 
and life-enhancing.

ages: 7-9
Find a mystery
Jy16-F31
morningS: 9 am-12 pm, June 27-July 1
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: caren pita
there’s something mysterious about writers & Books. was the 
building designed by a man who talked to ghosts? where 
does the staircase go and what’s with the little door at the 
top? it’s a mystery! whether your favorite sleuth is nancy 
drew or herculeah Jones, dink duncan or encyclopedia 
Brown, you’ll discover clues in the books you love to make 
your own mysteries. we’ll make up our own curious crime-
solvers, complete with lovable sidekicks like dr. watson, 
Betty, and hamisher the hamster. we are going to find 
mysteries all over the neighborhood—and get to the bottom 
of each one. 

ages: 7-9
poetry doodles
Jy16-p16
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, June 27-July 1
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: marna rossi
do you like to doodle? do you love to play with words? 
create your own fabulous, colorful drawings and learn to 
play with words through poetic devices like alliteration, 
onomatopoeia and with fun word play examining different 
kinds of words like synonyms and antonyms. walks through 
the neighborhood will inspire our art and poetry. we’ll put 
words and drawings together, create concrete poems,  a 
3-d doodle cube, and a handmade doodle book. we will 
transform our classroom into an art exhibit on the final day!

ages: 9-12
produce a 90-Second newbery 
Film
Jy16-v03 
all day: 9am-3:30pm, June 27-July 1
$228 w&B members/ $250 general public
instructors: Josh Bloodworth & rashida Burch-
washington
over the course of this week-long class, students transform 
into cast and crew to make their own short movie based on 
a newbery medal-winning book. you will learn how to run 
cameras, set up lights, operate audio equipment, direct, and 
edit. oh, did we mention you’ll be the writers and stars of the 
movie too? we’ll have a red carpet premiere for family and 
friends on Friday and the finished movie will be submitted to 
the 90-Second newbery Film Festival held in new york city. 
Find out more about the film fest at jameskennedy.com/90-
second-newbery.
note: meets at rctv, 21 gorham Street

week 1 June 27-July 1

photo by leandra caprini-rosica

ages: 7-9
magic tree house: merlin 
mission adventure
Jy16-r05
morningS: 9am-12pm, July 5-8
$88 w&B members/$96 general public
instructor: marna rossi
take part in wonderful magical adventures from the magic 
tree house merlin mission series, designed for the slightly 
older, more advanced magic tree house fan! Join annie and 
Jack as they solve problems, help people, and travel around 
the world and through time. through these books we 
might visit china, the Swiss alps, or egypt. we could meet 
heroes such as Florence nightingale or alexander the great. 
like annie and Jack, we will learn about the animals and 
people we visit. we’ll read some of the stories and act out 
scenes; we’ll try some art activities, and even learn some 
magic tricks! on the last day we will present a story or a skit 
for family and friends.

ages: 7-9
author/illustrator Fan club
Jy16-a01 
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, July 5-8
$88 w&B members/$96 general public
instructor: Jason yungbluth
youngsters who love storybooks will love them even more 
after they enter the world of their favorite creators! each 
day, instructor Jason yungbluth will treat students to a new 
story from a popular children’s book author, then lead them 
through creative artistic projects based on the art and story 
from the day’s author. there will be lots of different crafts, 
with plenty of room for the children to explore their writing 
and artistic talents. at the end of the week, students will go 
home with their own new illustrations and writings. 

ages: 8-11
Field guide to Sprites, goblins, 
and other magical creatures 
Jy16-J03
morningS: 9am-12pm, July 5-8
$88 w&B members/$96 general public
instructor: angela cannon-crothers
Fairytales and the Spiderwick chronicles are not the only 
recorders of Fantastical notes and observations. through 
guided imagery and visits to extraordinary local gardens, 
we will create our own notebooks of magical beings. 
our books can include character sketches, interesting 
happenings in magical realms, and meanings associated 
with fantastic “appearances.” learn and write all you can 
about goblins, familiars, fairies, phookas, and other magic 
folk and animals. one day during the week we will even 
build our own fairy houses around the grounds of  w&B!

week 2 July 5-8 
4 day week
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ages: 8-11
young Storytellers
Jy16-m20
aFternoonS 1pm-4pm July 5-8
$88 w&B members/ $96 general public 
instructor: Judy decroce 
the art of storytelling is important for confidence in any 
presentation. this class will introduce skills needed to 
perform and engage an audience. we will practice a variety 
of techniques to deliver a story: voice, body language, and 
facial expressions. we will learn to really make a story come 
alive in the telling. with help from the instructor, students 
will choose the stories they will learn to tell. at the end of 
the week we’ll show off our new skills in a final presentation 
for our family and friends.

ages: 12-14
graphic novel
Jy16-a03
morningS: 9am-12pm, July 5-8
$88 w&B members/$96 general public
instructor: Jason yungbluth 
graphic storytelling, the creation of a singular narrative 
using text and images, is a popular pursuit for young adults. 
professional cartoonist Jason yungbluth will introduce 
students to the fundamentals of graphic storytelling using 
the works of many popular and cutting-edge creators in the 
graphic novel field. Students will learn the basics of creating 
good graphic novel art, as well as how to write the story 
that goes with the images.

ages: 12-14
mixed media writing
Jy16-m41
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, July 5-8
$88 w&B members/$96 general public 
instructor: angela cannon-crothers 
we’ll begin the week with magnetic type poetry using 
magazines and flyers and then pull from favorite published 
writings to create Found poems. we’ll explore the use of 
image in expressing ideas, the secret language of symbols, 
and how to create visual prose and stories by using pictures 
or video snippets.  these projects will become part of a 
scrapbook -- but also serve as creative ideas to use in your 
own journals. discover new avenues into the realms of 
expression that can guide you in your life, art, and writing. 
everyone will make a scrapbook to take home.

ages: 5-7
Junie B. Jones
Jy16-r09
morningS: 9am-12pm, July 11-15
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: katie rich
me! me! it’s Junie B! Spend the week talking about the 
world’s funniest kid, Junie B. Jones. the delightful series 
by Barbara park follows Junie B. in kindergarten and first 
grade through thirty fun-to-read chapter books. we will 
read sections from the books to learn more about Junie B. 
and her favorite people, act out the outrageous scenes with 
reader’s theater, and laugh ourselves silly by reading and 
creating jokes. wowie wow wow!

ages: 5-7
how to...write your own Book!
Jy16-r51
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, July 11-15
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: tracy cretelle 
how do dinosaurs write books with their friends? we’ll find 
out when we read a book each day of our Summerwrite 
camp week from mark teague & Jane yolen’s collection of  
how do dinosaurs… we will help each other write our own 
version of the story, design and laminate a book cover, and 
cinch together the pages to create a book that you can read 
over and over again. as we learn how to write and illustrate 
a pattern book, we will collaborate on a group version of 
how do dinosaurs… that we can upload to writers & Books’ 
Summerwrite page to share with our friends and family.

ages: 8-11 
riding & writing
Jy16- m11
all day: 9am-4pm, July 11-15
 $350 w& B members/ $375 general public 
instructor: lisa Johnson
horseback riding and creative writing combined! we’ll 
spend the full day tuesday and thursday at double 
g ranch in Bergen (transportation from w&B will be 
provided), working with real horses! we’ll learn horse care 
and riding skills. monday, wednesday, and Friday will be 
spent at writers & Books making our own horse-inspired 
journals, recording our equine experiences, learning horse 
terminology, and creating horse-centered pieces of writing. 
on Friday we’ll have a reading of our new works.

ages: 9-12
percy Jackson’s magic pen
Jy16-r06  
all day: 9am-4pm, July 11-15
$221 w&B members / $242 general pubic 
instructor: wendy low
percy Jackson is mighty with his sword; his creator, rick 
riordan, is mighty with his pen. try the writing methods 
riordan used to weave a siren spell on you! prepare by 
reading the first book of the series, the lightning thief. we 
will mine it for models of how to develop vivid characters, 
of how to hold readers across chapter breaks, and of the 
benefits of borrowing story elements from past literature. 
we’ll craft vivid descriptions and humorous wisecracks like 
those in percy’s narration. you’ll create your own camp half 
Blood adventure. meanwhile, we’ll enjoy examining ancient 
greek culture: we’ll attempt some greek literary forms, 
explore the Berkeley gallery of ancient art, try on tunics 
and helmets, design our own hoplite shields, and concoct 
ambrosia! we will also look at how we borrow from ancient 
greece in our language, government, culture, architecture, 
and art—to see that ancient greece still lives in us.

ages: 9-13
writers & cooks: menus For 
every meal
Jy16-c01
morningS: 9am-4pm, July 11-15
$175 w& B members/$192 general public 
instructor: paul Jonasse
note: meets at third presbyterian church, 4 meigs St. 14607
cook up a storm and put together your own cookbook in 
this busy, creative, and tasty workshop for budding young 
cooks and writers. taught by a chef who is also an english 
teacher, this workshop will take place in a teaching kitchen. 
participants will work from a full day’s menu—breakfast 
through evening snack—cooking, eating, and discussing 
dishes for one meal for each day. they will annotate 
and illustrate the recipes (including their own creative 
variations), and do a bit of taste-bud-tickling creative 
writing. note: new and different recipes from last summer!

week 2 July 5-8

week 3 July 11-15

i loved our group and the teacher 
and i really liked everything we 

did in class.
—SummerWrite participant

photo by leandra caprini-rosica
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ages: 7-9
telling tales
all day: 9am-4pm, July 18-22  
$240 w&B and mag members/ $265 general 
public*
instructors: donna marbach & eddie davis iii
note: registration will be handled by the creative 
workshop: (585) 276-8959.
in this exciting collaboration between writers & Books and 
the creative workshop at the memorial art gallery, you’ll 
create your own characters and explore your own story 
ideas while learning at the hand of a master writer and a 
master artist. you’ll learn the tools of the trade—how to 
illustrate an idea, choose a fitting style, and draw things 
you don’t know how to draw—and learn the basics of 
plot, character, and setting— all using juicy language. at 
the end of the week, you’ll take home your own comic or 
story book. Students will spend the morning at writers & 
Books and the afternoons at the creative workshop and be 
walked by teachers between these sites during the lunch 
hour. 
to register please call the creative workshop: (585) 276-
8959.
*please note: Several needs-based scholarships (partial and 
full) are available specifically for this program. to apply for a 
scholarship, please fill out the application at www.wab.org 
(under the youth programs tab) or contact Sarah Brown at 
writers & Books: (585) 473-2590 x110, or sarahb@wab.org

ages: 8-11
picture this!
Jy16-a02
all day: 9am-4pm, July 18-22  
$228 w&B members/ $250 general public
instructors: lisa Johnson & roxana aparicio 
wolfe
they say, “a picture is worth a thousand words,” and 
rochester is the home of a picture giant: george eastman. 
if you love to write poetry or short stories and take 
photographs, then join us! we’ll spend time exploring 
the george eastman house gardens, photo galleries, 
and permanent museum collection as inspiration for our 
creative writing. participants will create photographic 
narratives with their cameras. our pens will capture the 
words that help to tell the photographic story. a final 
presentation featuring the participants’ photographic and 
written expressions will be displayed in ab art exhibition on 
the last day.

ages: 9-13
writers & cooks: around the 
world
Jy16-c02
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, July 11-15
$175 w& B members/ $192 general public 
instructor: paul Jonasse
note: meets at third presbyterian church, 4 meigs 
St. 14607
travel the world and put together your own cookbook in 
this busy, creative, and tasty workshop for budding young 
cooks and writers. taught by a chef who is also an english 
teacher, this workshop will take place in a teaching kitchen. 
participants will journey through five cuisines—cooking, 
eating, and discussing. they will annotate and illustrate the 
recipes (including their own creative variations), and do 
some taste-bud-tickling creative writing. note: new and 
different recipes from last summer!

ages: 12-14

world Builder’s almanac
Jy16-F23
morningS: 9am-12pm, July 11-15
$109 w& B members/ $121 general public 
instructors: emma lynge & Sarah Brown
every great story starts with a great world that springs 
from the experience and imagination of the author. in this 
class we will work together on creating fully fleshed-out 
sci-fi or fantasy worlds for our characters to inhabit. we 
will look at different elements, such as geography and 
climate, government, language, customs, levels of science 
and magic, and many others. every student will create an 
almanac for their fantastical world, chock-full of maps, 
descriptions, illustrations, and more! you’ll have everything 
you’ll need to start on your writing adventure! 

ages: 12-14
expressions of imagination 
Jy16-m43
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, July 11-15
$109 w& B members/ $121 general public 
instructor: kaylon mcFadden
what we read inspires how we create. we’ll begin with 
vibrant discussions about the books we love the most, the 
characters who have inspired us, and the words that have 
shaped us. we’ll use these seeds to grow our own creations 
through innovative writing exercises, visual art explorations, 
and the use of sound—your own words put to music, and 
recorded with professional recording equipment. we’ll put 
together a final presentation for families on the last day. 
each student will be given the freedom to explore in the 
areas they wish, as well as the challenge to stretch within a 
new medium!

week 3 July 11-15

these workshops give [my son] 
the opportunity to expand his 

love of writing and reading.
—Parent of a SummerWrite participant

high School Students
teen writers’ master workshop
two weekS, all day: 9am-4pm, July 11-22
plus 3 evenings: teacher readings wednesdays 
July 13 & July 20, 7pm, Student Final reading 
Friday, July 22, 7pm
$625 w&B members or general public
partial and Full Scholarships available
daily workshop instructor: Sarah cedeño 
Special topic instructors will include: Sejal 
Shah, charlie coté, kitty Jospé, the roc Bottom 
Slam team, and more!

note: admission by application only. 
application soft deadline: 4/30/2016 
See http://www.wab.org/teen-writers-master-
workshop-2016/ for more info and for the 
application. 
must be rising sophomore, junior, senior, or 
just graduated, as of start date of program.

are you a dedicated creative writer looking 
for specialized instruction and a peer 
group? writers & Books’  teen writers’ 
master workshop is designed for serious 
and advanced writers. each student will be 
assigned a workshop group and primary 
instructor with whom you will meet every 
morning from 9-noon. these morning sessions 
will provide intensive lessons on craft, a wide 
variety of generative creative writing prompts, 
professional workshop experience, and 
instruction on revision and editing. a strong 
emphasis will be placed on the importance 
of reading as a writer. reading and writing 
assignments will be expected to be completed 
at home over the course of the two weeks.
the afternoons will be dedicated to specific 
subjects within the world of writing including 
intensives in poetry, fiction, creative 
nonfiction, slam poetry, ekphrasis (writing 
from visual art), plus one-on-one conferencing 
with your primary instructor.
in addition, instructors will give evening 
readings of their own work. the whole 
program will culminate with a final student 
reading on Friday night and a published 
anthology of student work from the workshop.

week 4 July 18-22
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gell center nature programs
note: held at the gell center of the Finger 
lakes. a van will run from 740 university avenue 
(writers & Books) in rochester leaving promptly 
at 8am and returning at 5pm.

where’s walden? ages: 9-12 
Jy16-g01

outdoor writer ages: 13-16 
Jy16-g02

all day: 9am-4pm, July 18-22  
if meeting the class at the gell center: 
$221 w&B members/$242 general public

if attending from 740 university avenue:
$321 w&B members/$342 general public

instructors: angela cannon-crothers & edgar 
Brown

Summertime, sunshine, green rolling hills, wildlife, and 
you! Spend a week communing with the writer within you 
at our retreat in the Bristol hills. explore with professional 
writers and naturalists along the Finger lakes trail, and 
observe the natural environment around you. we will try a 
variety of natural arts activities, both ancient and modern. 
we will each create field journals in which to sketch and 
write stories, dramatic monologues, and poems probing 
the past, present, and future of the landscape, plants, and 
animals before us. our favorite pieces will be used to create 
an all-camp anthology. please dress to hike, and pack a 
bag lunch each day. if you have your own camera, please 
bring that as well! the younger where’s walden group and 
the older outdoor writer group will function as separate 
classes, but some activities will overlap.

ages: 12-15
novel tools
Jy16-F25
morningS: 9am–12pm, July 18-22  
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: wendy low
whether you aspire to write fantasy, science fiction, 
historical, or contemporary realist novels, you’ll want to 
develop the skills and discover the tools that successful 
novelists use to bring their stories to life from intriguing 
beginnings to satisfying conclusions. we will focus on 
choosing point of view, developing complex characters, 
compelling setting and atmosphere, and creating and 
sustaining interest through conflicts with important stakes, 
suspense, and surprise. we will also look at the use of 
dialogue and the creation of different voices for different 
characters. you will leave the week with a novel well 
started, a plan for finishing it, and a bundle of tools and 
insights for becoming a novelist!

high School
writing your college admission 
essays
Jy16-B01
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, July 18-22
$126 w&B members/$140 general public
instructor: wendy low
learn to write impressive essays for admission applications, 
the kind that wow admissions officers by what you say and 
how you say it and that advertise you: creative, curious, 
intelligent, hard-working, involved. we will analyze the 
six options for the common application personal essay 
and examine some common traps each essay question 
can set for you. you should also bring any specific essay 
questions from schools to which you want to apply. we will 
practice with the real thing and give each other feedback. 
By thursday, you will turn in or email a complete draft of 
an essay. Follow-up feedback with the instructor will be 
scheduled individually for Friday.

ages: 12-15
i wonder...exploring eternal 
Questions
Jy16-m24
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, July 18-22  
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: almeta whitis 
“i was so happy i thought of it. it came to me. which is what 
the creative act is all about. things come to you without you 
necessarily knowing what they mean!” (maurice Sendak: on 
life, death and children’s lit, to npr)
do you enjoy an argument…in defense of your ideas? are 
you endlessly curious about the world? do you often find 
yourself searching for what lies beneath the surface? would 
you enjoy taking the lead and being the teacher of an idea or 
subject that interests or intrigues you? then this is the class 
for you! you can become a modern day philosopher as we 
learn the finer points of critical thinking, reflection, debating, 
and creative writing. class activities include invigorating 
discussions, evocative writing prompts, and defining 
personal philosophies. the class will culminate with inviting 
parents to participate as students for the day.

week 4 July 18-22

it was amazing to be in a place where literature as a whole was so 
accepted and valued and i felt right at home.

—SummerWrite participant

photo by leandra caprini-rosica
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ages: 14 & up
literature of the wizarding world
Jy16-r29
morningS: 9 am-12pm, July 27-31
$120 w&B members/$130 general public
instructors: nina alvarez & Sarah white
Join Batilde Bagshot and porpentina “tina” Scamander for a 
magical jaunt through some of harry potter’s favorite books. 
From the tales of Beetle the Bard to Fantastical Beasts and 
where to Find them, class activities will include discussion and 
writing activities about fairy tales in both the wizarding world 
and the muggle world, fantastic beasts, hexes and charms, 
and even a little history of magic. Students will be immersed 
in magic and legends and given the power to create some of 
their own.

ages: 14 & up
the order of the phoenix 
Jy16-r35
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, July 25-29
$120 w&B members/$130 general public
instructor: nina alvarez
Join the order of the phoenix and find out what your gifts 
and talents might be in the wizarding world, what you would 
contribute as a member of the order, and how that might 
translate to your real life. class discussion will include jobs in 
the wizarding world, social causes (both within the wizarding 
world and the muggle world), defense against the dark arts 
(including careful examination of your own patronus), and 
the essential self—the part of each of us that emerges when 
we are free to be ourselves. a wide range of writing activities 
will provide the means to further explore these topics. most 
of all, we will submerge ourselves in the world of harry potter, 
gathered together with equally enthusiastic fans. this class 
meets in the room of requirement. 

ages: 5-7
iBienvenidos! Fun with Spanish 
Jy16-l01
morningS: 9am-12pm, august 1-5
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: henry padrón
if you want to explore the Spanish language in a fun 
and creative way, this is the course for you! we will learn 
the language through songs, games, african caribbean 
drumming, and multi-media. a walking field trip to the 
public market will help us learn our food words with stops 
at many vendor booths in the market, including Juan and 
maria’s empanada Stop. this week-long experience with 
Spanish promises great excitement. Families will be invited 
to a final fiesta on the last day!

ages: 5-7
magic treehouse adventure 
club
Jy16-r07
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, august 1-5
$119 w&B members/$131 general public
instructor: marna rossi
take part in wonderful magical adventures from the 
magic tree house series. Join annie and Jack as they solve 
problems, help people, and travel around the world and 
through time. through our exploration of the magic tree 
house books, we might visit china, the Swiss alps, or the 
australian outback! like annie and Jack, we will learn about 
the animals and people in each environment we visit. we 
will read some of the stories and act out scenes. we will 
even be inspired by a visit from the zoo mobile. you will 
have a chance to try your hand at art activities and present 
a story skit for family and friends on the last day.

ages: 8-11
my name in print
Jy16-m07
morningS: 9am-12pm, august 1-5
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: mJ iuppa 
write, write, write! we will spend the first part of the course 
producing poems, stories, journal entries, and creative 
essays through imaginative writing prompts. participants 
will be encouraged to try all genres, but will focus on the 
one(s) they feel most passionately about. participants will 
learn to make the most of their writing by sharpening 
their editing and revising skills. then they will select their 
favorite work, which will become part of a class anthology. 
By the end, we will celebrate our writing with a reading and 
publication. each participant will receive a copy of the book 
they helped create.

week 5 July 25-29

ages 8-13 
Jy16-r10  
all day 9am-4pm, July 25-29 
$265 w&B members/ $295 general public
instructors include: chris Fanning, claire mulvey, donna marbach, tracy cretelle, Sara Bickweat penner, marna rossi, 
abby Johnson, emma lynge, christa Stell, angela cannon-crothers, amie mclaughlin

immerse yourself in the world of harry potter as we turn all of writers & Books into hogwarts! throughout the week 
students will have the chance to attend classes in herbology, care of magical creatures, charms, transfiguration, 
divination, history of magic, defense against the dark arts, potions, and much more! hands-on activities will be 
accompanied by creative writing exercises to spur the imagination. you will be sorted, earn house points, play 
Quidditch, participate in harry potter trivia, write for the daily prophet, explore the neighborhood of the arts with 
an eye for the magical, and of course on Friday we will celebrate harry potter’s birthday! every morning all students 
from every year and every house will gather in the great hall for a special activity to start the day. Students need to be 
familiar with books 1-4, at a minimum. once everyone is registered we will divide students into four groups, roughly 
based on age. expect that the older students will be discussing the later books as well.

week 6 auguSt 1-5

photo by w&B Staff

photo by leandra caprini-rosica

For a night at hogwarts event (21+) see page 18!
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this experiential workshop students will learn the craft of 
comedy improvisation through playing warm-up and group-
building games, skill-building theatre games, and finally the 
improv sketches themselves. Students will enhance their 
communication skills, creative problem-solving abilities, and 
boost confidence in public speaking,  all while having fun 
in a supportive atmosphere designed for experienced and 
inexperienced improvisers. Students will learn to trust and 
support their fellow players and learn to ask the audience 
for suggestions of how to create scenes, along with brief 
characterization, projection, and timing. there will be a 
presentation for friends and families on Friday.

ages: 12-14
Fan Fiction
Jy16-F35
aFternoonS: 1 pm-4 pm, august 1-5
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: amie mclaughlin
have your friends ever referred to you as a fanatic?  do you 
have a favorite anime/manga, book, movie, cartoon, play/
musical, comic, tv show, or game that you like so much that 
you want to write about it and tell the world?  Fan fiction is 
fantasy where you can be the main character and meet your 
favorite singer, band, actor, actress, writer, professional athlete, 
or anyone that you’ve always wanted to meet. in this class, 
we will talk about fan fiction factions, genres, tropes, and 
crossovers, read fan fiction, and learn how to self-publish right 
away on sites such as Factionfiction.net, liveJournal.com, and 
wattpad.com.  and, of course, we will unleash our inner fanatic 
and write and share plenty of our own fan fiction.

ages: teens
Songwriter’s workshop
Jy16-m31
all day: 9am-4pm august 1-5
$295 w&B members and rcSm Students/$319 
general public
instructors: Sean Jefferson, Seth horan, charlie 
coté
do you constantly have a tune playing in your head? are 
you always listening to music? do you wish you could 
write your own songs, like your favorite artists?  well, now 
you can! under the guidance of professional songwriters, 
musicians, and poets, you will be led through the creative 
process of writing your own song. Students will spend the 
first three days at writers & Books, in poetry and songwriting 
workshops, learning to tune their poetry into lyrics. Special 
guest musicians and songwriters will enhance the experience 
and broaden students’ perspectives. By the end of three days, 
each student will have at least one set of polished lyrics. the 
final two days will be spent at the rochester contemporary 
School of music in pittsford, putting the words to music, 
rehearsing and recording. no previous experience with music 
is necessary. accommodations will be made for writers who 
are not singers!

ages: 14 & up
teen comedy improv
Jy16-d23
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, august 1-5
$109 w&B members/ $121 general public
instructor: Julie donofrio 
have you ever seen the television show  “whose line is it 
anyway?” and thought, “i’d like to do that?” here’s your chance! 
comedy improvisation is the art of acting without a script. you 
will try many theatre games, sometimes plugging in audience 
suggestions, with the result being at best hilarious and at 
the least entertaining. in this experiential workshop students 
will learn the craft of comedy improvisation through playing 
warm-up and group-building games, skill-building theatre 
games, and finally the improv sketches themselves. Students 
will enhance their communication skills, creative problem-
solving abilities, and boost confidence in public speaking, all 
while having fun in a supportive atmosphere designed for 
experienced and inexperienced improvisers. Students will 
learn to trust and support their fellow players and learn to ask 
the audience for suggestions of how to create scenes, along 
with brief characterization, projection, and timing. there will 
be a presentation for friends and families on Friday.

ages: 14 & up
hunger games
Jy16-rg15
all day 9am-4pm, thursday overnight, august 1-5
ending 12 pm on Friday (van returns to w&B 1 pm)
if meeting the class at the gell center:
$285 w&B members/$315 general public
if attending from 740 university avenue:
$385 w&B members/$415 general public
instructors: angela cannon-crothers, edgar Brown, 
& dan herd
note: held at the gell center of the Finger lakes. a van will 
run from writers & Books leaving promptly at 8 am, returning 
at 5 pm (1 pm Friday).
this course is based on the popular series by Suzanne collins. 
participants will learn hands-on skills in tracking, shelter 
building, fire building, wild edibles, and finding food each 
morning at the gell capitol district. afternoons will be spent 
engaging in readings, discussion, and activities on social, 
ethical, and environmental issues facing our present and 
futuristic world. on thursday contestants will begin their 
game, earning points based on learned skills and trying to 
snag valuable survival items while they work to protect their 
personal flag from capture! under the careful watch of the 
gamekeepers, the final event will last well into the evening 
out in the woods surrounding the gell center. a culminating 
brunch feast and awards will close the program on Friday 
morning. participants should be willing to spend a night in the 
woods and play the game!

week 6 auguSt 1-5

ages: 8-11
Fantastic Beasts 101
Jy16-r53
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, august 1-5
$119 w&B members/$131 general public
instructor: chris Fanning
are you a young magizoologist (a person who studies 
magical creatures)? are you considering a career in the 
department for the regulation & control of magical 
creatures? if so, Fantastic Beasts 101 is for you! Join fellow 
creature hunters as we prepare our own magizoologist 
kits and scour the neighborhood of the arts for different 
beasts from the harry potter universe. we’ll study their 
muggle-concealment techniques and defense tactics, 
analyze their behavior and habits (a visit from the 
zoomobile will help with this), and then create our own 
field guides. Finally we’ll use the information we’ve 
gathered to create Fantastic Beasts of our own.

ages: 10-13
your incredible illustrated Story
all day: 9am-4pm, august 1-5
$240 w&B members/$265 general public
instructors: donna marbach & eddie davis iii
note: registration will be handled by the creative 
workshop: (585) 276-8959
what do you want to say? in this exciting collaboration 
between writers & Books and the creative workshop at the 
memorial art gallery, you’ll create your own fantastically 
illustrated and self-written story while learning from a 
master writer and master artist. you’ll learn the tools of the 
trade--how to illustrate an idea, choose a fitting style, and 
draw things you don’t know how to draw, all using juicy 
language. at the end of the week, you’ll take home your 
own comic or story book. Students will spend the morning 
at writers & Books and the afternoons at the creative 
workshop and will be walked by teachers between these 
sites during the lunch hour. to register please call the 
creative workshop: (585) 276-8959. *please note: Several 
need-based scholarships (partial and full) are available 
specifically for this program. to apply for a scholarship, 
please fill out the application at www.wab.org (under the 
youth programs tab) or contact Sarah Brown at writers & 
Books: (585) 473-2590x110, or sarahb@wab.org 

ages: 11-13
comedy improv
Jy16-d03
morningS: 9am-12pm, august 1-5
$109 w&B members/ $121 general public
instructor: Julie donofrio
have you ever seen the television show “whose line is 
it anyway?” and thought, “i’d like to do that?” here’s your 
chance! comedy improvisation is the art of acting without 
a script. you will try many theatre games, sometimes 
plugging in audience suggestions, with the result 
being at best hilarious and at the least entertaining. in 
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ages: 8-11
poetry-n-motion
Jy16-p12
aFternoonS: 1pm- 4pm, august 8-12
$109 w&B members/ $121 general public
instructor: lisa Johnson 
come explore the power and physicality of words and the 
dramatization of the senses as poetry and dance meet. 
with an emphasis on sights and sounds, young minds will 
develop new ways of thinking about writing and dancing 
as a new art form. this unique blend influences creativity—
that will provoke our hands to paint feelings, our muscles to 
sculpt movement, and our senses to translate music.
this workshop will function like a laboratory—open to 
individuals who desire to experiment with writing and 
movement. we will explore artistic intersections and aspire 
to reach heights, depths, and the strange in-betweens. 
designed for dancers, non-dancers, boys, girls, poets, and 
non-poets alike. improves discipline and critical thinking 
skills. on Friday we’ll have a final performance for family 
and friends.

ages: 9-12
Build a Book: one chapter at a 
time
Jy16-F29
all day: 9am- 4pm, august 8- 12
$231 w&B members/ $252 general public
instructor: tracy cretelle
So you want to write a book, huh? now you need a plan or 
blueprint. we will begin by taking your idea and creating a 
plan for writing. First, you need to figure out what exactly 
has happened. was there a murder, a kidnapping, an 
adventure, a romance or some other event? once you know 
that, you can plan what will happen before and after. we 
will visit some neighborhood museums and sites so that 
we can learn to incorporate events, settings, and build 
characters from the real world into our own stories. you will 
receive a copy of ralph Fletcher’s book, live writing, and 
learn how ralph uses language to bring characters and 
setting to life. afternoons will be spent writing, sharing, and 
editing. we will create an anthology using excerpts from 
your books and read a sample of our work with each other 
and our families.

ages: 8-11
my idea Book
Jy16-m26
morningS: 9am-12pm, august 8- 12
$109 w& B members/ $121 general public
instructor: donna marbach
artists carry sketchbooks to capture ideas with drawings. 
writers carry journals to capture thoughts and experiences 
with words.  in this class, we are going to gather both 
pictures and words in our own special “idea books” in 
order to explore ways in which art and words can work 
together. we will take walks to capture images in both 
sketches and words. we will experiment with illustration 
by trying different drawing and painting techniques, and 
with words by responding to prompts and exercises. we will 
explore some special projects (e.g., collage and concrete 
poetry) to find different ways we can use art and words in 
combinations to communicate our ideas or feelings.

ages: 5-7
nursery rhymes & Fairy tales
Jy16-r14
morningS: 9am-12pm, august 8-12
$109 w&B members/ $121 general public
instructor: katie rich
once upon a time there was a magical class offered at writers 
& Books! Spend your mornings reading and acting out 
your favorite nursery rhymes and fairy tales: jump over the 
candlestick with Jack, huff & puff like the Big Bad wolf, and 
dance at the royal ball. we will look into the many versions 
of fairy tales from different cultures and how spin-offs have 
made these classic tales even better!

ages: 5-7
a rainbow of magic
Jy16-m47
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, august 8-12
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: alexa Scott-Flaherty
magic abounds in this interactive and engaging workshop! 
with inspiration taken from the rainbow magic book series, 
and other magical literary sources, we’ll read stories and 
act them out! we’ll make our own wands and other magical 
objects, draw our own goblin and fairy characters, write our 
own Jack Frost poems, and play theatre-based goblin and 
fairy games. we’ll create our own magical story and perform it 
for family and friends on Friday.

week 7 auguSt 8-12

[my daughter] loved the oppor-
tunity to share her thoughts, 

feelings, perspectives, life expe-
rience; she feels more comfort-

able in conversations and going 
into depth.

—Parent of a SummerWrite participant

photo by leandra caprini-rosica

photo by w&B Staff

photo by abby gutowski
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ages: 8-11
meet the magic dragon
Jy16-m03
morningS: 9am-12pm, august 15-19
$109 w&B members/ $121 general public
instructor: donna marbach
are you a serious writer or artist? would you like to see your 
work in print?  this workshop allows advanced students to 
have work considered for publication in the magic dragon—
an award-winning, local art and literary magazine for young 
people. each student will receive a complimentary copy of 
the magic dragon to see first-hand examples of previously 
selected works, and read its “how-to” articles on writing and 
artwork. the goal for each participant is to complete and 
submit one or more publishable pieces of writing and/or art 
by the end of the workshop. while actual publication cannot 
be guaranteed, special attention will be given to reviewing 
guidelines for and then sending submissions. Students 
should come to this workshop with a strong interest and 
good skills in writing and/or illustration.

ages: 8-11
magnus chase: norse myth 
theatre
Jy16-r45
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, august 15-19
$109 w&B members/ $121 general public
instructor: marna rossi
explore the rollicking, daring tale of magnus chase, norse 
demigod. we will look into Sword of Summer, the first book 
in the new magnus chase and the gods of asgard series 
where magnus, cousin of greek demi-god, annabeth chase 
collides head-on with the nine worlds of the norse gods.
 adventure, magic and heroic deeds fill the tales of norse 
gods odin, thor, Baldur, and Freya. many of our favorite 
stories such as the hobbit and harry potter were influenced 
by the myths of the norse (vikings).   read funny, exciting 
readers theater scripts based on the magnus chase story. 
learn about norse myth through craft activities. Find out 
about the rainbow bridge that connects the worlds of gods 
and people. learn about runes, the magical norse alphabet. 
meet magical creatures such as dwarves, elves, frost giants, 
trolls, gnomes and sea serpents. create a skit and bring it to 
life for family and friends on the final day.

ages: 12-14
writing with light
Jy16-a17
all day: 9am- 4pm, august 8-12
$275 w&B and gca&e members/ $300 general 
public
instructors: kitty Jospé & photographers from 
gca&e
the word photography literally means “writing with light.” 
combine the magic of film-based photography with the 
power of your words. using a 35mm film camera (provided) 
and a pen and notebook, you will explore the uniqueness of 
the neighborhood of the arts. there will be opportunities 
to photograph and write about the outdoor art such as wall 
murals and sculptures, the interior and exterior details of the 
many historic buildings,  and the gardens and natural areas. 
you will take portraits of each other in these environments. 
also, you will explore new ways to express yourself through 
creative writing prompts. using the darkroom at genesee 
center for the arts and education, you will make your own 
black and white prints, use objects and letters to create 
photograms, and creatively combine your words with 
photography. Students will spend mornings at w&B and 
afternoons at gca&e, and will be walked by staff between 
these sites during the lunch hour.

ages: 14 & up
Fact to Fiction
Jy16-F41
morningS: 9am-12pm, august 8-12
$109 w&B members/ $121 general public
instructor: Sarah cedeño
are you a budding writer looking for inspiration? Step 
outside, turn on the news, open a magazine, read your 
Facebook or twitter feed. this course is fertile ground to 
turn the real world into a fictional realm, your hometown 
or dream locale into a setting, the people around you into 
characters, and tidbits into plots. every writer does it, which 
is proof that it works, but it requires a combination of ethics, 
instinct, and craft. we will mine the public world, our private 
lives, as well as the past, for ways into character and conflict. 
Students will have homework: to read a piece of work each 
night (by writers like robert olen Butler, Joyce carol oates, 
and pam houston) and write for an hour a night. class work 
will consist of story discussions, in-class prompts, and peer 
review. By the end of the week, students will have composed 
a solid piece of fiction and compiled a slew of ideas for future 
stories.

ages: 14 & up
teen intensive: playwriting
Jy16-d27
aFternoonS: 12:30pm- 4pm, august 8-12
$152 w&B members/$165 general public
instructor: nina alvarez
are you a fiction writer or poet curious about playwriting 
and/or collaborative storytelling? are you a playwright 
looking for a creative and thoughtful environment to hone 
your craft? this unique class is for serious teen writers 
who want to try writing for the stage the fun way: with a 
group. it’s okay if you’ve never written a play before, you 
just have to be willing to create and inhabit a character, 
like role playing, while collaboratively contributing to what 
all the characters do and say to move the story along. 
through discussion, laughter, and invention you’ll learn 
about dialogue, voice, setting, character arc, backstory, 
archetypes, the heroes journey, and have a lot of fun 
making creative decisions with a group. there will be more 
in-class hours than our typical half-day classes in order to 
provide the in-depth focus and feedback you are looking 
for.

week 7 auguSt 8-12

photo by leandra caprini-rosica

week 8 auguSt 15-19

i got to learn new things and 
make new friends.

—Parent of a SummerWrite participant

photo by leandra caprini-rosica
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and edit. oh, did we mention you’ll be the writers and stars of 
the movie too? we’ll have a red carpet premiere for family and 
friends on the last day of camp and the finished movie will be 
submitted to the 90-Second newbery national Film Festival 
held in new york city. Find out more about the film fest at 
http://jameskennedy.com/90-second-newbery.

ages: 14 & up
experimental Fiction 
Jy16- F27
morningS: 9am-12pm, august 15-19
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: patrick gear
what if the laws of writing suddenly didn’t apply anymore? 
what if nobody ever taught you the right way to do things? 
what if you were given the opportunity to change how 
communication works? what if you were bored of learning the 
rules and wanted to break a few? what if you wanted to invent 
instead of copy? experimentalism is more than just being 
random and weird—it’s a way to explore the boundaries of 
creativity, and to expand them. and it’s fun. topics will include 
elements of fiction, metafiction, perspective, automatic 
writing, structural changes, extreme minimalism, surrealism, 
and plenty more! For intermediate and advanced writers.

ages: 14 & up
teen intensive: Fiction 
Jy16- F14
aFternoonS: 12:30pm-4pm, august 15-19
$152 w&B members/$165 general public
instructor: nina alvarez
Serious teen writers, are you ready to take your short stories to 
the next level? From a place of inspiration and openness, learn 
how to find and develop the ideas that hook you as the writer. 
then, through discussion of the elements of great storytelling 
and peer workshopping, learn techniques for hooking your 
reader as well. there will be more in-class hours than our 
typical half-day classes in order to provide the in-depth focus 
and feedback you are looking for.

ages: 8-11
poetry, pottery, & paper
Jy16-a09
all day: 9am-4pm, august 15-19
$245 w&B members/$267 general public
instructors: mJ iuppa, kate whorton, & arts 
instructors from gca&e
in this collaboration between writers & Books and the 
genesee center for the arts and education, you’ll have 
a unique opportunity to merge visual arts with creative 
writing. you will use a press mold to create a ceramic book, 
write pottery-inspired poems, interview real artists, make 
paper, and use a letterpress to print the words you have 
written. this workshop will be a real hands-on experience 
taught by professional artists and writers at both the 
genesee center for the arts (on monroe ave in the old fire 
station) and at writers & Books (on university ave in the 
old police station)! on Friday there will be an art show and 
poetry reading for your friends and families.

ages: 12-14
playtime: dashing through the 
decades of american life 1900-
2016
Jy16-d29
all day: 9am-4pm, august 15-19
$221 w&B members/$242 general public
instructor: delores Jackson radney
are you a writer and a performer? together we will examine 
recent american history—everything from wartime to 
technology to social movements—and share the facts, 
songs, biographies, and general happenings in america in a 
theatrical jaunt through time: 1900-2016! we’ll examine the 
parts of our history that mean the most to each of us, and 
look at the way american history has shaped us today. we 
will also create banners for each decade that will become 
an illustrated time line and scenery for dashing through 
the decades of american life. the culminating activity will 
be a performance of this lively theatrical interactive history 
lesson from a kids view!

ages: 13-16
produce a 90-Second newbery 
movie
Jy16-v02
all day: 9am-3:30pm, august 15-19
$228 w&B members/$250 general public
instructors: Josh Bloodworth & rashida Burch-
washington
note: meets at rctv, 21 gorham Street
over the course of this week-long class, students transform 
into cast and crew to make their own short movie based 
on a newbery medal-winning book. you will learn how to 
run cameras, set up lights, operate audio equipment, direct, 

ages: 7-9
wordplay workshop
Jy16-l02
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
morningS: 9am-12pm, august 22-26 
instructor: donna marbach
all work and no play makes for a dull writer. come stretch 
your language brain in the wordplay workshop. we will 
uncover magic in words, learn to write anagrams and 
palindromes, and find many words within one word. in 
small groups, we’ll play games such as Boggle, Scrabble, and 
hangman. we might pencil our way through a word search, a 
crossword puzzle, or an acrostic. we’ll stretch our vocabulary, 
improve our spelling, and play with words by writing special 
kinds of poems, riddles, tongue twisters, or short-short 
stories. we will walk away with puzzles and facts we can use 
to amaze our friends and families. most of all, we will learn 
that words are the key building blocks in all good writing.  
and we’ll have some “word-while” fun along the way.

ages: 7-9
the Secret lives of animals
Jy16-F21
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, august 22-26
$114 w&B members/$126 general public
instructor: caren pita
From the talking beasts of narnia, to warrior cats, to the 
falcon Frightful, animal characters fill youth fiction with 
adventure, both realistic and fantastic. we’ll share our favorite 
animal stories and write some of our own. we’ll make the 
kinds of choices authors face when writing animal characters: 
to anthropomorphize (make like humans) or not? can they 
talk with each other, with other animals, with humans? how 
will they interact with human characters, if at all? how will 
human readers relate to them? how do we get the facts we 
need, and then decide whether to use them or not? Students 
will produce an anthology as a final project.

ages: 8-11
Flash Fiction
Jy16-F07 
morningS: 9am-12pm, august 22-26
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: Judy decroce
Flash fiction is a short form of writing in which every word 
is essential. these stories have a rhythm and foundation of 
character, setting, and plot. we’ll learn to hook the reader 
quickly and then, through an unexpected twist, leave the 
reader wanting more. in writing our own pieces, we’ll analyze 
the power of words and learn to be concise. editing will be a 
key component, as will feedback from peers and the teacher.

week 8 auguSt 15-19 week 9 auguSt 22-26

photo by leandra caprini-rosica
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can go where your life still matters.” i believe in these words by 
richard hugo. this will be a week to write about your life and 
your unique perspective on the world. what are the stories 
that matter to you—the real-life experiences you want to 
write about?  your first job, your first love, a summer visit to 
your favorite cousins, your grandparents’ stories, your best day 
ever, the stories of your neighborhood, the mean girls in your 
grade, a book or travel experience that changed your life—it’s 
all fodder for writing. this will be a pressure-free, creativity-
stretching workshop for teen writers. and who knows, by the 
end of the week, maybe you’ll even end up writing something 
that could become your college admissions essay!

teens
teen poetry Slam
Jy16-p14
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, august 22-26
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructors: the roc Bottom Slam team
you have something to say. Say it loud. Say it proud.  Slam 
poetry is performance poetry that can come out looking 
like hip hop, Shakespeare, or anything in between. we will 
write. we will read. we will perform. under the encouraging 
guidance of roc Bottom, rochester’s own poetry slam team, 
you will craft poems that deliver a message, and you will 
be given the tools you need to make your performance 
come alive. using published poetry, video excerpts, and roc 
Bottom’s own poetry performance as inspiration, we will work 
together as a team to hone our craft. and on Friday we’ll take 
to the stage to share our words!

ages: 8-11
percy Jackson readers’  theatre
Jy16-r04
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, august 22-26
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: marna rossi
when new york middle school student percy Jackson 
finds out he is a demi-god, the greek myths come alive 
in a way he would never have imagined! we’ll explore his 
adventures, and learn about greek gods and heroes and 
modern-day demi-god heroes along the way. you’ll get to 
create your own hero and act out brief role plays based on 
the adventures of demi-god heroes. with your team you’ll 
practice a readers’ theatre skit based on a chapter of a book 
from the series, then act out an adapted version for family 
and friends on the last day.

ages: 12-14
write what you don’t know
Jy16-F43
morningS: 9am-12pm, august 22-26
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: caren pita
everyone always says, “write what you know,” but it’s much 
more fun to write what you find interesting, even if it is way 
outside your experience. writers like mary pope osbourne 
and Jean craighead george never stop at what they have 
in their heads, but explore the places they’d like to go, 
meet the people they wish they could have met, survive 
challenges that the most bizarre reality tv producers just 
dream about. you can too! research is the door that leads 
everywhere, but it’s not just a google search or a trip to 
the local library. it’s coaxing stories out of others, asking 
questions, peeking behind curtains, and seeing the world. a 
field trip or class guest will be scheduled based on student 
interests.

ages: 12-14
dystopian literature
Jy16-r25
aFternoonS: 1pm-4pm, august 22-26
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: amie mclaughlin
the hunger games has re-popularized the dystopian 
literature genre. defined as fiction where characters 
struggle in an oppressive society that is the opposite of 
a utopia—or perfect—place, it is often written to make 
a commentary on the inequality of our current systems.  
in this class, we will read short stories by kurt vonnegut, 
ray Bradbury, Shirley Jackson, e.m. Forster, and harlan 
ellison and also discuss the dystopian classics Brave new 
world and 1984, as well as contemporary works such as 
the hunger games, maze runner, and the giver.  through 
readings, discussions, movie clips, and fun activities, we will 
learn the specific techniques of the craft that will have us 
dreaming up dystopian worlds as we write our very own 
short stories.

ages: 14 & up
your Stories matter: exploring 
creative nonfiction
Jy16-n11
morningS: 9am-12pm, august 22-26
$109 w&B members/$121 general public
instructor: Sejal Shah
“a creative-writing class may be one of the last places you 

Scholarships 
available

writers & Books is committed to  
making our programs available to all  

members of the community.
we offer partial and full scholarships  

based on need.   

contact Sarah Brown
473-2590 x110

sarahb@wab.org

week 9 auguSt 22-26

photo by abby gutowski

photo by leandra caprini-rosica
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• Honor Joe Flaherty’s legacy in 
creating one of  the largest, most active 
community literary centers in the 
country
• Create a permanent fund that will 
allow for new & expanded programs, 
securing the future of  the organization
• Retire the organization’s debt
• Imagining the future- Possible 
projects would include: Rochester Memoir 
Project, Expansions to 740 University Ave, 
Visiting Writers Program, and Expanded 
Youth Programs

Since opening its doors, Writers & Books 
has become one of  the most vibrant 
literary centers in the country. In June 
2016, the organization will reach two 
important milestones: its 35th anniversary 
and the retirement of  founding director 
Joe Flaherty.

Now, Writers & Books supporters are 
stepping forward to ensure that this local 
treasure can continue to engage and 
enrich lives for decades to come. This is 
a wonderful opportunity to honor Joe 
Flaherty’s legacy and solidify Writers 
& Books’ future, guaranteeing that 
generations to come experience Rochester 
as a thriving literary community.

With your help, the future is limitless.

Writing the Next Chapter: I/we support Writers & Books by 
investing today with the following commitment

Name(s) as you wish them to appear in the newsletter and on the website:

    Optional-Please indicate that my gift is in: 

     I/we wish to remain anonymous.

     I would like to include W&B in my will. Please send me information.

Name:

Address:

City:    State:   Zip:

Email:          Phone:
Payment Options
Check enclosed  for: $  (payable to Writers & Books)
Charge my account: $
   

Credit Card #:
CVC code (required)  Expiration Date
Signature:

Prefer online giving? 
Go to www.wab.org/nextchapter to make your gift

Visa     Mastercard      AmEx
I/we wish to make a pledge of $          to be paid by June 2016

$25 $50 $75 $100 $250 $500 
Other: $

memory of honor of
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celebrating our 35th anniversary!
Saturday, June 11

5pm dinners with writers, 7pm party

honoring the legacy of retiring founding director Joe Flaherty
Join us for “dinners with writers” with guest authors at local rochester area 

homes, followed by a party at the beautiful office space of nixon peabody in 
downtown rochester. 

in addition, on the evening of Friday, June 10 we will hold a reading and book 
signing with all the “dinners with writers” authors.

we hope you will join us for this special celebration!

check our website for more information and to register.

a night at hogwartS
Saturday, July 30

7:00 pm - 10:00 pm
price: $12 in advance / $16 at 

the door 

(21+) come celebrate the birthday 
of the Boy who lived with writers 
& Books. make your wand, concoct 
potions, participate in discussions 

surrounding the seven books in 
the series, and so much more! 

and please come dressed as your 
favorite harry potter character if 

you are so inclined!

enjoy food, drinks and harry 
potter themed activities while 

dressed in your hogwarts robes.

register in person, online, or call 
473-2590 x107.

Save the date:

35th anniverSary  

gala event
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Sarah cedeño’s work has appeared in new world writing, the 
rumpus, hippocampus magazine, Bellevue literary review, 
redactions Journal of prose and poetics, literary mama, and 
elsewhere. She lives in Brockport, ny with her husband and two 
sons, where she serves as the village historian and teaches creative 
writing at Suny-Brockport. She is the editorial director of the 
clockhouse review and holds an mFa from goddard college in 
vermont. She is at work on a collection of short fiction.

charlie coté has studied with some of the best poets and poetry 
teachers in the country (Stephen dobyns, thomas lux, gregory orr, 
thom ward, and kim addonizio), and brings a wealth of experience 
to the writers & Books classroom on poetic craft. publication credits 
include: the cortland review, upstreet, Boston literary magazine, 
Byline, connecticut river review, Free lunch, hazmat review, 
and lake affect magazine, and a chapbook, Flying for the window 
(Finishing line press, 2008), elegies about his son’s illness and 
death. he is a clinical social worker in private practice and lives with 
his wife and two sons in Brighton, ny.

tracy cretelle is a teacher, a coach for english language 
learners, a poet, a grant writer, a ghost writer, and an editor. She 
has a B.S. in english from Brockport and an m.e. from nazareth 
in teSol (teacher of english as a second language), and she has 
taught english in russia. her writing has been published in the 
Sodus Sun, nazareth college consortium teSol Journal and she 
was the ghostwriter for the ebook unsung heroes by dominic. She 
best enjoys helping young people learn english through creative 
writing. tracy is also currently seeking publishers for her children’s 
books and ya novel. in addition tracy has spent many years 
teaching puppetry and dialog to young people around rochester.

eddie davis iii has taught at the creative workshop at the 
memorial art gallery since 1996, most recently drawing and design 
classes for kids and teens. eddie earned a BFa in industrial design 
at rhode island School of design and an mFa in sculpture at 
rochester institute of technology. he served as assistant professor 
of industrial design in rochester institute of technology’s college 
of imaging arts & Sciences from 2004-08. as a clothing designer, 
eddie is ceo and founder of armored personnel carrier clothing 
company. he is also the illustrator of a 54-page graphic novel 
published in may 2014 by the democrat and chronicle.

Judy decroce is an educator and professional storyteller who 
has taught and entertained for over 25 years. her technique is 
“first person” storytelling—being the characters in each story. as a 
writer she has been honing her craft for 10 years and is preparing 
a manuscript for publication. as an instructor she has helped 
students “flash” their writing, creating shorter pieces and adding a 
hook and a twist, making it flash fiction.

Julie donofrio has been making people laugh for years, 
sometimes on purpose. She began performing at an early age, 
appearing in her first commercial when she was 3. more recently, 
she’s been working as a comedian and improv actor, doing stand-
up everywhere from new york city comedy clubs to area colleges 
to the beverage tent at the monroe county Fair. She was part of 
the comedy improv troupes Some assembly required and at 
least we’re not mimes, and was an original member of the sketch 
comedy troupe urban legends league. She has performed at the 
toronto Fringe Festival and her television credits include a guest-
starring role in the pilot “Finding Fabulous.” Julie is also a children’s 
entertainer and educator. She has worked with cub Scouts, 
young audiences of rochester, and at mcc, as well as many other 
children’s organizations.

chris Fanning graduated with a degree in communications 
from St. John Fisher college in 2008. his studies in college included 
a year abroad in the netherlands and a Service Scholarship, which 
led him to over 300 hours of community service at writers & 
Books. chris serves as public relations associate at writers & Books 
where he runs the social media sites, including twitter, Facebook, 
and instagram. he is also a part time promotions coordinator at 
entercom radio. he currently lives in the neighborhood of the arts 
and enjoys walking to work with his headphones cranked up as 
high as they can go.

patrick gear earned his degree in english from nazareth college, 
where he also studied film and television. he has spent the last three 
summers as an apprentice for Summerwrite. in addition, he assisted 
writers & Books with the 2013 Fringe Festival. in high school, patrick 
won first place in the interscholastic competition in english in the 
creative writing category, and also served on the staff of his school 
literary magazine. he is currently at work on a screenplay and a 
novel.

daniel herd has taught outdoor skills and ecology in the catskills 
and has worked as a grant writer and podcaster for the center for 
Sustainability at penn State. he holds a degree in english from 
penn State. Since 2009, he has been working at writer & Books in a 
number of capacities, including front desk and bookkeeper; and as 
program associate, he works with the Fringe Festival and creates 
audio programming.

Seth horan is a singer/songwriter and former rca artist. he 
toured the uSa as an indie singer/songwriter non-stop from 
2002 through 2005, then toured around the world from 2006 
through 2008 as the international masterclass clinician for warwick 
Bass guitars.  Seth received the nevada arts council Fellowship 
endowment grant in 2007 for excellence in performance and 
composition, and has been featured in Bassics magazine, Bass 
Frontiers magazine, and interviewed for Bass musician magazine. he 
has taught at rochester contemporary School of music (rcSm) since 
2011, and has been heavily involved with rcSm’s successful “i’m in 
the Band” Summer institute.

m. J. iuppa has been successfully teaching poetry and creative 
writing workshops to students ages 8-89 since 1986. She is the 
writer-in-residence and director of the arts minor program at St. 
John Fisher college where she received the part-time Faculty award 
for teaching excellence, 2000, and the Father dorsey award, 2000-
2001 and 2002-2003. over 300 of her poems have appeared in small 
press, university, and national publications, including poetry, yankee, 
press,and new letters. her chapbooks include Sometimes Simply 
(1996), temptations (2001), and greatest hits 1986-2001 (2002). her 
first full-length poetry collection is night traveler (2003). her poetry 
was nominated for the pushcart prize in 1998, 2001, and 2002. She 
has an ma in creative writing from Suny Brockport and an mFa in 
creative writing from pacific lutheran university.

Sean Jefferson is a drummer/composer/producer. he currently 
is a member of the band gigantoSauruS reX. additionally, Sean 
tours with the grammy-nominated soul-jazz outfit paradigm Shift. 
over the past ten years, Sean has performed and recorded with 
some of the most distinguished musicians in the world such as dr. 
lonnie Smith, rpo conductor Jeff tyzik, marcus printup, wycliffe 
gordon, huston person, daniel Bennett, walt weiskopf, Jeremy 
pelt, and Bobby militello. Sean founded rochester contemporary 
School of music in 2011 and continues to serve as director and drum 
instructor.

after having spent time at writers & Books as both a student and 
an apprentice, abby Johnson is thrilled to be the Summerwrite 
coordinator for the third summer in a row. during the three seasons 
that are not summer, she is a student at vassar college, studying 
english and women’s studies.

lisa Johnson is a poet, author of reflections of my people, a 
long-time high school english teacher, and the former managing 
editor of motion magazine and the Frederick douglass voice. She 
has performed at various spoken word venues and has conducted 
workshops for w&B for over a dozen years. a community activist, 
playwright, and producer as well, she delivers her neo-soul lyrics 
across many media and has earned roles as an actress in two locally 
produced movies. She enjoys working with diverse artistic styles.

paul Jonasse cooked professionally at several local restaurants 
before deciding to change careers. he currently teaches english at 
monroe high School. paul is passionate about traveling the world 
and learning about other cultures through their people, literature, 
and food. he has led classes at w&B since 2004, and holds an mS 
in education from Suny Brockport, as well as a Ba in english from 
the university of rochester.  Several of his former writers & cooks 
students have gone on to assist with classes as interns, report a 
greater appreciation for a wider variety of foods, or even plan to 
pursue careers in the culinary field.

nina alvarez is a fiction writer, poet, and playwright. her hybrid 
writing (cross between nonfiction and fiction) has most recently been 
published in Split lip magazine and prick of the Spindle. her short 
play “type writer” was a finalist in the 2015 geva “2 pages/2 voices” 
festival, and her play “the life of leo wool” was produced in 2013 
by the grrc. She was awarded the 2014 writers & Books’ Big pencil 
award for her work with teen writers in workshops and through 
canvas teen literary Journal. She has a master’s degree in english and 
over 13 years experience as a teacher and editor. 

roxana aparicio wolfe has been an arts educator in the 
rochester area for over 18 years. She has taught young people of 
all ages, engaging them with photography and visual imagery to 
discover and develop their own artistic “eye.” roxana earned her ma in 
visual arts administration with an arts education focus from columbia 
university teachers college, and her Ba in painting and printmaking 
from hartwick college. She has worked as a museum educator at 
george eastman house and currently teaches art history at St. John 
Fisher college. roxana has designed and implemented many youth 
photo camp programs, though her favorite part is teaching youth, 
especially as part of a team!

Sara Bickweat penner is happy to call rochester home these 
days with her husband and two children after 12 years of working 
in theatre in new york city, chicago, and throughout the u.S. She 
earned her mFa from the actors Studio in new york and has worked 
with ellen Barkin, lee grant, arthur penn, robert lupone, and ron 
leibman. She has done numerous independent films and television, 
and worked as the student/talent liaison on Bravo’s inside the actors 
Studio. in chicago, Sara co-founded candentia theatre company. Sara 
has taught on the acting faculty at the new york Film academy, the 
music theatre company in chicago, and at public and private schools 
throughout new york city. Sara teaches voice, diction, and acting at 
Finger lakes community college, and spends many hours playing 
make-believe with her children.

Joshua Bloodworth is a producer/director at rochester 
community television. he is apple-certified in the Final cut pro 
editing suite. Josh came to rctv through americorps. in his ten-plus 
years at rctv, Josh has worked on hundreds of video and media 
projects including documentaries, short films, commercials and music 
videos. Josh has won multiple awards for his work with young people 
in rochester. he is on a continuing mission to develop the perfect 
popcorn recipe for rctv’s front lobby.

edgar Brown received his BFa in Furniture design and master in art 
education from rit. he has taught art at the middle and high school 
level for the last ten years, while also teaching nature observation and 
wilderness skills to youth and adult groups.

Sarah Brown is a university of rochester graduate (2015) with a 
B.S. in Brain and cognitive Sciences. on top of her brain studies she 
has been a lifelong reader and writer! her background also includes 
tutoring writing and revision. She has loved writers & Books since she 
was little and is so glad that she now has the chance to be a part of it!

rashida Burch-washington grew up on the island of St. croix 
and moved to rochester after her family lost everything in hurricane 
hugo. She picked up her earlier dance, music and theatrical training 
at School of the arts and went on to study at Berklee School of music 
in Boston. She moved to atlanta to follow her music career. over the 
years, she has had the joy of performing with many national recording 
artists. when not working as the office manager at rctv, rashida 
enjoys teaching voice lessons, creating and selling handmade jewelry 
and all-natural beauty products, directing her church’s youth choir, 
and spending time with her husband and daughter.

angela cannon-crothers is an environmental educator, author, 
and writer with degrees in science and education. She publishes 
articles on nature and parenting as well as short stories. her fiction 
has appeared in Stone canoe and ladyBug and her true stories have 
appeared in the anthologies a mile in her Boots: women who work in 
the wild (Solas hous, 2006) and the ultimate Bird lover (2010). She is 
the author of the wildcrafter (a novel), grape pie Season (a children’s 
story), and is the recipient of several poetry awards. cannon-crothers 
is the recipient of the 2010 writers & Books Big pencil award for 
teacher of young people and the finalist for the 2011 aroho orlando 
prize for nonfiction.

instructors
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henry padrón is a bilingual poet and musician who teaches 
elementary school. henry has been a visiting artist in the rochester 
city School district, rundel library, and geneseo/Brockport 
migrant education programs, and has worked with the Summer 
Fun program at the Strong museum. he was the first youth board 
member of genesee ecumenical ministries. he has also served as a 
board member of puerto rican Festival, Spanish action coalition, 
action for a Better community, young audiences, and currently 
the Frederick douglas club. he is a founding member of the puerto 
rican youth development and resource center, the Spanish action 
coalition, the national council on puerto rican rights, Salmorejo 
poetry/percussion ensemble, and Borinquen dance company. he
has volunteered extensively in the local community.

caren pita holds a mFa in creative writing, fiction, from george 
mason university. over the last ten years she has taught literature 
and writing to college students, babywearing to parents, hula 
hooping to kids and adults, and a bit of everything to her two 
homeschooled children. She has been writing since she was nine 
years old.

delores Jackson radney, actor, director, art historian, 
educator, curator, is the founding partner of kuumba consultants, 
an arts in education agency providing arts and cultural 
programming for schools and youth organizations throughout the 
region. ms. radney is also the artistic director of a youth drama 
troupe, kuumba kids. She is a writer and director of plays, children’s 
plays, and historical dramas for family audiences. delores Jackson 
radney was the theater resource educator for the rochester 
city School district (2001 –2004), where she designed drama 
curriculum to satisfy the new york State learning standards in 
drama and enhance student understanding in all subject areas 
through theater.

katie rich is the k-3 reading teacher at School 5 in the rochester 
city School district, and she loves her job! prior to this, she taught 
universal pre-k and first grade.  She started a little Free library at 
School 5 so that students and families would have access to free 
books and so she could help inspire a love of reading. katie is also 
a certified yoga instructor for children. She reads for pleasure every 
night and she especially enjoys historical fiction, mysteries, and 
chick lit.

Founded in January 2013, roc Bottom Slam poetry team is 
rochester’s first adult slam poetry team. program director lu 
highsmith of lucreations productions leads the team, which 
consists of aceyon (team captain), a.o.r, michael dreitlein, 
marvelous marvin, ladii love, chi the realist, k-t, and poetically 
undefined. the team’s performances range from ranting to 
rapping, narratives, story-telling to singing, with all of that 
sometimes beautifully overlapping while addressing harsh 
realities and crucial creative pursuits. roc Bottom has represented 
rochester in various Slam poetry competitions, including the 
albany wordfest invitational, toronto international poetry Slam, 
Buffalo international Slam, the empire State Slam. the team has 
also featured in various cities, including hartford,ct, washington, 
dc, Syracuse and Buffalo.

marna rossi, phd, is a storyteller and workshop leader who 
helps young people become more expressive through storytelling, 
poetry, and drama. in addition to her work at w&B, she has 
designed and taught programs for the university of rochester’s 
girls’ Science, math, and computer camp; the urban league 
teen program; the ymca; and church youth programs. She has 
performed with the Storytelling guild of rochester. rossi has also 
taught child and adolescent development at nazareth college 
and rit. She is the recipient of the writers & Books’ 2011 Big pencil 
award for inspiring the creation and appreciation of literature in 
young people.

alexa Scott-Flaherty officially joined the staff of writers & 
Books in 2009, although she has been behind the scenes since its 
inception. She moved back to rochester from new york city where 
she was an actress, theatre artist and producer. She is still a proud 
member of labyrinth theatre company in new york city. alexa 
has also worked with young people teaching acting and creative 
writing for over 10 years. She is also a vassar alum, wife and mother.

christa Stell has her bachelor’s degree in geology from Suny 
geneseo and is currently finishing her master’s in teaching at the 
university of rochester.  her primary certification is in Secondary 
earth Science with an additional certification in general Science.  
her goal as a teacher is to connect science with her student’s daily 
lives.  although science is her main passion, she is an avid reader 
and a proud ravenclaw.

Sejal Shah (www.sejal-shah.com) has published essays and 
stories in journals including Brevity, conjunctions, the kenyon 
review, the literary review, and awp’s the writer’s chronicle. 
her writing has been nominated for Best american essays and 
the pushcart prize, and featured in the huffington post. She is the 
recipient of residencies from Blue mountain center, the djerassi 
resident artists program, the millay colony for the arts, new york 
university, and the ragdale Foundation. Sejal earned her Ba in 
english from wellesley college and her mFa in english from the 
university of massachusetts at amherst. Sejal has taught creative 
writing at mount holyoke college, luther college, marymount 
manhattan college, and the university of rochester. 

Sarah white is a teacher, a blogger, and a perpetual student of 
literature. She received her ma in english education from Suny 
Brockport, and taught high school english for eight years before 
staying home with her children.  during her time as a “stay-at-
home” mom, she started a popular local blog, mindfully Frugal 
mom, and filmed several segments for local tv stations showing 
viewers how to live frugally.  She currently teaches developmental 
education at monroe community college and composition at 
Suny Brockport. Sarah lives in Fairport with her two children.

almeta whitis has worked and presented on five continents as 
a master storyteller, writer, cultural keeper and teaching artist, 
whose life work is presenting and honoring the diverse stories of 
the world’s peoples. in 1993, governor mario cuomo presented her 
with the “decade of the child award” for “her valuable, sensitive 
work with the children and families of new york State”. in 2000, the 
national endowment for the arts and mid-atlantic arts Foundation 
awarded her “most Skilled and experienced community artist”- 
artists and communities: america creates for the millennium. 
“my work evolves from a feeling place into a thinking place and 
endeavors to touch the heart and the spirit in ways that are 
common to us all . . . a common ground place that transcends the 
divisions and separations we create in our minds, which influence 
our everyday actions, our community and society as a whole.”

kate whorton is the director of the genesee pottery at the 
genesee center for the arts and education in rochester. She 
received her masters in art education and her BFa in Sculpture 
from the university of Southern mississippi. She moved to 
rochester several years ago. her husband teaches creative writing 
at Suny Brockport, and they live with their two daughters in 
Brighton.

Jason yungbluth is the creator and publisher of
two comic book series, deep Fried and weapon Brown. he
is a regular contributor to mad magazine, and is most well
known for his gruesome Scooby don’t strips. his work has
been published in newspapers across the country, and he
is an adjunct professor at rit where he teaches cartooning.

kitty Jospé is a teacher, docent, poet, and collaborator with the 
code word, “enthusiasm.” She holds an ma in French literature 
from nyu and an mFa in poetry from pacific university, and she 
taught French for many years. She gave the keynote address for la 
poésie pour la paix, alliance Française, in 2013. Since 2008, kitty has 
moderated a weekly poetry appreciation class at the pittsford library, 
and a yearly “poetry and Spirituality” course at the unitarian church.  
She has offered several what’s uptalks at the memorial art gallery, 
and talks to the general public which combine the art of looking with 
music and poetry.  publications include nimrod, grasslimb, centrifugal 
eye, redactions, as well as three books: cadences (Foothills, 2010),
mosaicq and gathering lines (Finishing line press, 2013 and 2014) her 
collaborations include work with puSh physical theatre, park avenue 
dance, and pegasus early music.

wendy low writes poetry, prose, performance poetry, and drama, 
with poems, stories, and essays published in Breaking the Silence, 
desperate acts, hazmat review, napalm health Spa, rochester 
woman, the poet’s walk, and elsewhere. a former college english 
instructor, she has more than 30 years of experience in making 
creative writing enjoyable and important to beginning writers and 
helping writers on all levels improve their craft. low edited hundreds 
of anthologies as former director of education at w&B. She is currently 
a freelance editor and writing coach.

emma lynge has been around writers & Books in some fashion 
almost as far back as she can remember, whether taking classes as 
a child, or as an apprentice for the past five summers. She is thrilled 
to continue being involved as a Front desk representative. She is a 
recent graduate of goucher college in maryland, where she earned 
her Bachelors in english, with a minor in art history. She is currently 
working on a novel, as well as a collection of short stories.

donna marbach has served as editor for the magazine Byline, and 
for Foothills publishing. She co-founded pensimientos, a bilingual 
literary magazine by and for middle school students in guadalajara, 
mexico. She is also a co-founder and past president of Just poets, 
inc. (www.justpoets.org). her poetry, fiction, and nonfiction have 
appeared in Blueline, hazmat review, homestead review, Quercus 
review, the macguffin, the red wheelbarrow, the pearl, and more. 
She has also been a featured poet in the centrifugal eye and selected 
to be among the poets featured in rochester’s poet walk. in 2010 
donna co-authored twisted pair with dave tilley and is currently on 
the advisory board of the children’s magazine the magic dragon, for 
which she writes a column. She is also a visual artist.

kaylon mcFadden was a summer art instructor at the david gantt 
recreational center in 2009 & 2010. he worked on the “graffitti 
art Squad”, teaching youth workers how to design murals using 
techniques of drawing and painting. they designed murals for the 
public market, city hall, and the traffic box on the corner of hudson 
avenue and upper Falls Blvd. kaylon has also studied music recording 
and created the read 2 record program for youth at the phyllis 
wheatley library and youth in the i’m ready program. Since 2009, 
kaylon has been actively promoting this program, getting youth 
involved in doing something positive, and keeping them off the 
streets.

amie mclaughlin is a fiction and creative nonfiction writer with 
over 15 years of experience teaching english and writing in public 
and private schools and at Suny Brockport and Bryant & Stratton 
college.  She has a Bachelor of arts in english writing arts and a 
master’s degree in english, creative writing.  She is also a certified 7-12 
grade english language arts teacher and has worked as an editor 
and freelance journalist.  her work has been published in lowestoft 
chronicle, craftygal.com, the great lake review, Jigsaw, the times of 
wayne county, and the palladium-times.

claire mulvey has loved fantasy and speculative literature since 
long before she knew that those terms existed. She believes that 
fantasy worlds allow us a safe space to reflect on our humanity and 
to learn how to live more compassionately in our own world. claire is 
fascinated by fan-created spaces and transformative works, and loves 
to participate in these communities by writing, performing music, and 
designing costumes inspired by her favorite stories. her experience 
working with children includes tutoring, nannying, and being a 
step-mom. She is excited for the opportunity to share her love of the 
world of harry potter with young writers through waB’s Summerwrite 
program! 

instructors
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    yeS i want to become a member!
    i want to join a community of readers & writers. create, upgrade, or 

renew my membership today!  (your membership entitles you to a 
discount today!)

     $25 Student   $100 patron     
     $40 individual   $250 turning pages readers circle
     $65 household  $500 champion
more information on membership benefits: www.wab.org

annual Fund
  yes, i (also) want to contribute to the annual Fund and support 

w&B’s good work in this community!

     poet: up to $99       publisher: $500–$999
     essayist: $100–$249         ampersand giving circle $1,000+
     novelist: $250–$499

Scholarship Fund
   $__________ ($120 supports one child for a week)

i got this catalog (check one)  through the mail   
 by picking it up at _____________________

program regiStration

participant name

addreSS

city                                                             State              Zip

telephone (daytime)                                       (evening) 

email (parent)

email (Student, iF applicaBle)        

Summerwrite 
t-Shirts!

$12 each
design printed on an  

orange, short-sleeve t-shirt*
all proceeds go to the  

Summerwrite  
scholarship fund.

_____child small (6-8)

_____child medium (10-12)

_____child large (12-14)

_____adult small

_____adult medium

_____adult large

_____adult x-large

total # of shirts ordered____________  

x$12=total amount due____________

child’s name_____________________

________________________________

phone___________________________ 

email____________________________

First date child will attend 
camp____________

orders due June 6. Shirts will be available for 
pick-up at writers & Books after June 29. 
a limited quantity will be available for purchase 
at writers & Books after the start of 
Summerwrite.

* design subject to minor changes

registration for both morning and afternoon youth 
classes in a single week = full-day supervision. extended 
care available by arrangement.

each participant needs a separate form. For additional 
forms, visit us on the web (www.wab.org) or call 
(585) 473-2590 x 107.

1. workShop # / title                           

Start date                                                                                 Fee

2. workShop # / title                            

Start date                                                                                 Fee

3. workShop # / title                            

Start date                                                                                 Fee

4. workShop # / title                            

Start date                                                                                 Fee

5. workShop # / title                            

Start date                                                                                 Fee

We need to knoW your eXtended care needs at least tWo Weeks in 
advance to be sure We can fill your request.
eXtended care Mornings (Jy16-ea)

 7:30 ($45/week) or       8:00 ($30/week)   Week #________

_________________________________________________ ________________
START DATE       FEE
eXtended care afternoons (Jy16-ep)

 5:00 ($30/week) or       5:30 ($45/Week)  Week #________

_________________________________________________ ________________

START DATE       FEE

a. SuBtotal tuition $ __________________

B. memBerShip FeeS (if applicable)  $ __________________

c. annual Fund contriBution (if applicable) $ ___________

d. t Shirt order     $__________________

e. reFerral credit  --$__________________

F. grand total  $ ________________

g.                       *                                                  $ _________________

h.     reFerred By _____________________________

payment method:   check enclosed    credit card

credit card #                          

                                             

eXp. date                                                                     cvc code 

Signature                                                                              date

*you now have the option to “round up” your 
total cost. your mini donation will directly sup-
port writers & Books programs and services.

registration form continues...

office use only

Scholarship awarded
 full partial
amount awarded $_________         amount owed $__________

child’S date oF Birth /           /
m                  d                     y
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Student name 

parent/guardian contact info:  
 

name and relationShip 

phone numBerS, email

name and relationShip 

phone numBerS, email

(emergency) name and relationShip 

phone numBerS 

(authoriZed pickup) name and relationShip 

child’s gender: _____________________________

allergies (check those that apply and specify 
nature of reaction)

animals ________________________________    
  insect Bites _____________________________
  Food __________________________________    
  medicine________________________________
  hay Fever _________________________________      
  other____________________________________

medications your child currently takes and for what 
condition/purpose (including any allergy medication 
your child carries and any medication your child takes 
at home): ______________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

other medical issues we should be aware of (includ-
ing but not limited to add, adhd, aspergers, etc.):__
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

all medical information will be kept confidential 
between program administrators and instructors.

emergency/medical 
conSent Form
if my child requires emergency medical care and i cannot 
be reached, i give my consent to the  writers & Books 
Summerwrite Staff to contact the individuals i have listed 
on the registration form. those individuals have 
permission to make decisions regarding the daily care 
and medical care of my child, including permission to 
pick up my child(ren) from the program at any time.

in the event of the program’s inability to locate me, or the 
emergency contact designee(s), i give permission to the 
Summerwrite staff to take such emergency measures as 
they deem appropriate until such time as emergency 
contact designee or myself can be contacted.

i will not hold writers & Books or their employees 
responsible for any injury or other harm that results from 
program participation. 

i agree to pay all of the costs associated with the 
emergency care that my child receives. i understand that 
the program assumes responsibility for my child(ren)’s 
well-being during the hours of the program and will make 
every effort to immediately contact me should any type of 
emergency arise.

writers & Books Summerwrite staff will provide only 
basic first aid. if my child(ren) require(s) additional 
treatment i will be notified.

     • I understand and agree to the terms and conditions 
detailed in the emergency/medical consent statement 
above.

     • I give permission for my child to participate in all 
workshop or day camp activities on and off writers & 
Books’ property.

     • I give permission for Writers & Books to use any 
photographs or videos in which my child appears or any 
writings or art my child generates in workshops in 
promotional print materials such as the Summerwrite 
catalog or on the Summerwrite blog or writers & Books 
website.  Students will never be identified by full name in 
any of these formats. Student images and work will not 
be used for any other purpose than that which is stated 
here.

my signature acknowledges my understanding of and 
agreement to the above and also that all the information 
i provided is accurate and complete. 

________________________________________________
parent Signature

 registration: mail, fax (585-442-9333), or drop off this form to  
740 university ave, rochester, new york 14607. 

you can register for adult workshops online at: www.wab.org 
if you have questions, please call (585) 473-2590 x 107 

or email office@wab.org

Summer 
write 

apprenticeship
writers & Books Summerwrite 

apprenticeship offers high school (juniors 
and seniors) and college students the 

chance to work in classrooms with teaching 
artists of various backgrounds.

apprentices work three to five weeks out of 
the summer and are an integral part of 

Summerwrite. apprentices will gain 
experience in youth arts education, literary 

programming, child care/youth 
development, and exposure to life inside an 
arts non-profit. this is an ideal position for 

an aspiring educator, writer, or anyone who 
is interested in a career in the arts. 

For more information visit http://www.wab.
org/internships-apprenticeships/

applications due march 10.

photo by w&B Staff
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Join and Support
i can no other answer make, but, 
thanks, and thanks.
–william Shakespeare

donorS & FunderS
(October 2014 –January 2016)
The programs and services of 
Writers & Books would not be 
possible without the generosity 
of our donors, members and 
institutional funders. We are 
extremely grateful for your 
tremendous support.

inStitutional FunderS:
Arts & Cultural Council for   
     Greater Rochester
Boylan Code, LLP 
Canandaigua National Bank & 
Trust
City Blue Imaging
City Newspaper
Constellation Brands, Inc.
Max & Marian Farash 
     Charitable Foundation
Flower City Printing
The Fred & Floy Willmott 
Foundation
The Gell Fund of the Rochester     
     Area Community Foundation
The Gleason Family Foundation
Harris Beach, PLLC
HBT Architects
Language Intelligence
The Mary S. Mulligan Charitable
     Trust
Monroe County
National Endowment for the Arts
New York State Council on the Arts 
     with the support of Gov. Andrew 
     Cuomo & the N.Y. State 
     Legislature     
Nocon & Associates, a private
     wealth advisory practice of
     Ameriprise Financial 
     Services Inc.
The Guido & Ellen Palma 
Foundation
Panther Graphics
Payce Chemco Helping Fund
Paychex
The Pike Company
The Summit Federal Credit Union
Wegmans

godSend 
$25,000 & UP

Anonymous

muSe 
$1,000-24,999 

 Janet Buchanan-Smith &
     Robert Smith 
Christine & Jim Eichelberger
Bruce & Dana Gianniny 
Dr. William Hall
Trevor Harrison
James S. & Janis F. Gleason
Dr. William & Patricia Grande
Stuart & Illa Loeb, in memory of
     Sylvia Williams
Katherine B. McCurdy 
Ken McCurdy 
Nannette Nocon & Karl   
    Wessendorf
Constance Potter
Mark & Lois B. Taubman
United Way Roc the Day
Westport Fund
Mary & Stan Widger
Henry W. Williams, Jr. &   
     Barbara Dimmick

puBliSher 
$500-999 

Reuben Auspitz & Dawn Good Elk
Kathy & Mark Cleary
Teri & Christopher Clement
Charles & Barbara Coté
Joan Feinbloom
Joe Flaherty & Liz Scott
Jacquie & Andy Germanow
Jan & Jim Gleason
Suzanne Gouvernet
James Long “Kip” Hale
Will & Lois Irwin
Nora A. Jones
Jennifer & Glenn Kellogg
Melissa McGrain
Pamela McGreevy
James & Patricia Morris
Jim Napier
Adrian Neil
Dr. & Mrs. Nicholas E. Nicosia
Roger & Kimberly Palma
Katharine S. Parsons
Kerri & Michael Pierce
Jennifer Rodibaugh
George Scharr & Linda Rice, MD
Gary & Marcia Stern
Brad VanAuken

noveliSt 
$250-499 

Elizabeth Berry 
Mark & Anne Boylan
Sarah Collins
Beverly Gold & Bruce Horowitz, in 
     memory of Rose Gold
Peg Heminway, in honor of
     Grant Holcomb
Grant Holcomb, in honor of
     Joe Flaherty
Jessie L. Huff Memorial 
      Scholarship Fund
Elisabeth Judson
Chris & Dia Lawrence
Stephen & Ann Martin
Melissa McGrain & Andrew Stern
James C. Moore
Sharon Napier
Elizabeth Osta & Dave Van Arsdale
Angela Bly Pichichero
Bob & Gayle Stiles 
John T. Sullivan
William J. & Mary Anna Towler
Ralph & Pamela Uttaro

eSSayiSt 
$100-249 

Lori Anschuetz & Celia Easton
Toni M. Baller
Andrea Barrett & Barry Goldstein
Ralph Black & Susan Murphy,
     in memory of Judith Kitchen
Nelson Blish
Tim & Sue Boland
Patricia Brasley
Karen Brown
Julena R. Callea 
Rosita Caridi-Miller
Sarah Cassetta
Musette Castle
Nancy Chalker-Tennant
Nancy Cline
Anne Coon & Craig Zicari
James A. Conlin
Linda & Ned Corman
Mark Cuddy & Christina Selian
Alan Czaplicki
Katherine DaCosta
Janice Daitz
Jacques & Monique Delettrez
Susan Desino
Dana & Wanda Drake, in
     memory of Leaf E. Drake
Meredith Drake
Raymond Duncan

Peter & Suzanne Durant
William Eggers & Deborah McLean
George Ehresman
Jackie & Ray Fisher
Rich & Robin Flaherty
Robert & Miela Ford, in memory of 
     Max Walden Ford
Peggy & Jed Fox
Betsy Gilbert
Grace Gonzalez
Judy & Dane Gordon
Barbara Grosh & Howard Brill
Ann Harrington
Stephen & Mary Heveron-Smith
Carl Hoffman & Elizabeth
     Naumburg
Peter & Lynda Hotra
Steve Huff
Surendar Jeyadev & Mala Gupta
Richard & Marcia Kaplan
Rae-Ellen Kavey
Rose-Marie Klipstein
Thomas & Germaine Knapp
Debra Koen
Anne Konar
Carolyn & Kevin Kourofsky
Jane & Phillip Lange
Jennifer Leonard & 
     David Cay Johnston
Adam Leszyk
Michele Liguori-Alampi & 
     Domenico Alampi
Daniel Linnenberg & 
     Virginia Skinner-Linnenberg
Jenny Lloyd 
John & Barbara Lovenheim
Danielle Massare
Daniel M. Meyers
Bruce & Eleanor McLear
Elizabeth Moore
Marian Moskow
Kimberly Mura & Jason Park
Patricia & Karl Nelson
Chip & Joyce Nimick
Jann Packard
Kathy & Louis Parker
Ronald J. Perry
Loretta Petralis
James & Marguerite Quinn
James & Linda Reilly
Tom & Betty Richards
June B. Rogoff
David Ruekberg
David W. Ryon
Mary Ann Satter
Elizabeth A. Schenk
Suzanne & Michael Schnittman
Alexa Scott-Flaherty
Maddy Segal & Abby Reichlin
Bob Shea & Kate Weisskopf
Bernard Shore & Arlene Levit
Jules Smith & Alex Northrop
Kate Sonnick
Elizabeth Teall
Richard & Mary Jo TenEyck
David C. Tinling
John Thoman
Patricia Uttaro
Justin & Louise Vigdor
Diane & Larry Wardlow
Elizabeth Webb
Mari Wells
Chris & Elissa Werner, in honor of 
     Beverly Gold
Wayne Willis & Susan Medoff
Julian Yudelson, in memory of 
     B.J. Yudelson

poet 
$1-99 

Jill Akyuz
Dorothy Albertini
Carolyn Anderson
Bruce & Pam Baker
Calli Barry
John Barry
Don & Denise Bartalo
Susan Bench

Richard Bird
Nancy L. Blanda
Elizabeth Bodien
Mary Lynn Broe
Vicki & Roger Brown
Mary Brzustowicz
Paul & Sandra Caccamise
James Carney & Suzanne 
      Haglund-Carney
Brian & Diana Carter
Barbara Case
Craig Charles
Sylvia Charlesworth
Darryl Cigelnik
Sharon Clark
Jack & Barbara Clarq
Tamsan Cleveland
Norinne Cole
Cheri Crist
Jill Crooker
Daryl Dear Cubitt
Kenyatta DaCosta
Howard Davidson
Desireé de Manincor
Ann Delaney
Judy Dell 
Joseph & Barbara Dooley
Michael Doolin & Ann Tippett
Sally Dorst
Meredith Drake & Gregg 
Hartvigsen
Jerry Eckert
Louis Eltscher
Cathy Feinen
Jana Femia
Frederick Foote
United Way Foothills
Ronny & Alan Frishman
Lawrence & Robin Damrad Frye
Jack & Bonnie Garner
Maria Gillard
Michael & Mary Grenier
Mary Jean Gutberlet
Helen Haller
Deb Hallowell
Mary Hartshorn
Barbara Healy
Mary Lou Heilman
David Henderson
Joan Hendrick
Dr. Brian & Cynthia Heppard
Bob & Mary Hesselberth
Martha Heyneman
David Hill & Sara Varhus Hill
Lisa & Clark Hochgraf
Christopher & Joanna Hodgman
Elsie Jolkovski
Barbara Jones
Lawrence Jones
Kenneth & Tue Kotz
Ruth Kramer
Frank Kruppenbacher & Jackie 
     Schertz
Archie & Patricia Kutz
John & Nancy Laurence
Dia Lawrence, in memory of
     Shreela Ray
Teresa Levy
Sandra Lomker
Karen Mackie
Elizabeth Maginnis
Terri Manscuk
Francine Martella
Brian & Nancy McCarthy
Sally McGucken
Valerie McPherson
Robert & Stella Megargle 
Colleen Meger
Randall Meyer
Maggie Miller
Roberta Miller
Mary Miskell & Terry Clar
Margaret Mitchell
Sandra Mitzner
Miriam Grace Monfredo
Barbara Montagna
Carol Moon
Molly Moore
Lynda Morris
Tina Motiwala

Elaine Mullaly
Sonal Munsiff
Curt & Nani Nehring-Bliss
Corey Nichols-Hadeed
Richard Nurse
Sue O’Brien
Joyce O’Connor
M.J. O’Connor
Margaret & Thomas Osenbach
Martha & John Osowski
Delaney Palma
Anne Panning, in memory of 
     Barb Panning
Dolores Parlato
T.C. Pellett
Katherine Pitcher
Stephanie Polowe-Price
Melanie Popick
Ginny Quinn
Don & Linda Reinfeld
John Roche
Carlo & Francesco Rodio
Sheryl Rhodes
Kerri Ross-McGuire
Alice Rubenstein
Laura Sadowski
Risa Saltzman
Andrea Sandoz-Hanuch
Susan & Maryhelen Santacesaria 
Alvani & Carol Santos
Peggy Savlov, in honor of 
     Joe Flaherty
Helen Schneck
Liz Schroeder
Jodie Schwartz
Caedra Scott-Flaherty &
     William Begeny
Ed Scutt, in memory of Ellen Sand
Shannon Seidenstein
Linda Seyba
Sejal Shah
Clifford Smith & Bernie Todd
     Smith
James Spiller
Sally Steinmiller
Polly Stapley
Keith & Patricia Stott
Patricia Sunwoo
Richard & Mary Jo TenEyck
Gwen Thompson
Denise Thompson-Slaughter & 
     Thomas Slaughter
Doug & Celia Topping
Alan & Karen Uthman
Leann Van Amerogen
Joan VanNess
Diana Voellinger & Mark Preston
Kenley Vogt
Karen Wagner
Ruth C. Wamser
Paula Weld-Cary & Fred Cary
Elissa Werner
Terry & Donald Werth
Sue Whan, in memory of Lydia
     Garrity
Roxanne Willard
Sarah Wilson 
Timothy Wilson
Kitty Wise
Marsha Wittink
Linda & Frank Wood
Susan & Larry Yovanoff
Julia Zappella

 In memory of Karen 
     Kalb Anderson:
Linda Chamblee
David Laffitte
R.D. Richardson
Wanda & Bill Schubmehl
Clarence W. Spohr
Roberta & Donald Wegeng



740 university avenue
rochester, ny 14607
www.wab.org

non-profit org.
uS postage

paid
permit no. 5899

rochester, ny

 open houSe 
at writers & Books

Saturday, april 23,1:00 pm-4:00 pm Free & open to the public
come join in the fun on this creative and  
informative day!

• Take a mini-creative writing workshop 
• Play word games  
• Learn about our scholarship program 
• Listen to local poets and storytellers 
• Meet our teachers 
• tour our facilities 
• Have questions answered about our youth programs 
•Learn about our referral program 
• register for summer workshops

Special discounts on workshops and membership 
 will be available on this day only:

$10 off household membership  
& $10 off Summerwrite classes!

or current resident

Summerwri    t e   2 0 16

photo by leandra caprini-rosica


